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This investigation is concerned with change in school-

directed aspirations of middle and upper-middle-class Jewish public

high school students over a fifteen-year period of time.

The basis for comparison is James Coleman's 1957 study of

adolescent social climates. This research revealed that Jewish

students overachieved as scholars,which was expected because of

their ethnic value system. They overachieved even more, however,

in school athletic and social areas which were more valued by their

social-class peers.

Coleman concluded that Jewish adolescent behavior was based

on their social-class adolescent subculture values rather than on reli-

gious membership. Ethnic uniqueness seemed to be reflected in their

overachievement and leadership positions within the school social

system.

In 1957, students were involved in extra-curricular and social

activities where they could be self-determining and assume
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responsiblity. They could do little of this in the classroom. Cole-

man predicted that youth would withdraw from these activities and

rewards if the schools did not change to meet the changing students'

needs for more freedom and autonomy.

This study evaluates changes in Jewish students' school-

directed aspirations since 1957. Such changes, if similar to non-Jew-

ish students' aspirations, indicate adolescent involvement in the public

high school in the 1970's.

Related research deals with existence of the adolescent sub-

culture and its value system, the changing role of the public high

school as reference setting for adolescents, and the role of the Jewish

student as leader and achiever in whatever is valued by his social-

class peers.

In order to make this evaluation, Coleman's 1957 question-

naire was administered to the students in a middle- and upper-middle-

class Texas, urban, public high school. A random sample of one

hundred Jewish and one hundred non-Jewish students served as the

sample population.

Items from Coleman's questionnaire were selected and

grouped according to four dimensions of school-directed aspirations:

brilliance, leadership in high school crowds, school-centered activi-

ties, and choice of academic careers and a college education. Each
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member of the sample population was given a score measuring school-

directed aspirations on each dimension.

The Jewish students' scores are presented by percentage

tables. A comparison of Jewish and non-Jewish students' responses

is made. The data are then compared to Coleman's 1957 findings.

The Jewish students' scores are clustered at the low end of

the aspiration scales. Unlike the students in Coleman's study, this

sample of Jewish students definitely does not overachieve, or even

have average aspirations, toward brilliance, school leadership, or

school-centered activities. They have only average aspirations

toward academic careers and college education.

The only significant difference between Jewish and nonJewish

student responses is found in the category of male students' desire

to be brilliant. The Jewish males are below average in their scores

for aspirations to be brilliant, but their scores are still significantly

higher than those of the non-Jewish male students.

This research concludes that there has been a change in degree

of school-directed aspirations of Jewish and nonJewish public high

school students. Both Jewish and non-Jewish students are, for the

most part, not school-directed.

It is recommended that research be directed at ascertaining

where and how the Jewish student gets his status needs met since it

does not appear to be within the public school environment.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1957 James Coleman (5) conducted a large empirical

study of eight thousand high school students in ten Illinois high schools.

He observed, along with social patterns of interaction, their academic

and achievement aspirations. He found that in all schools, no matter

what the social class membership, the adolescents shied away from

the brilliant-student image. Instead athletic achievement and popu-

larity within the school were aspired to as sources of status and self-

esteem. In these spheres the students could take an active part. In

the academic part of school life they were expected to be passive

learners.

Coleman's (5) sample included a group of middle- and

upper-middle-class Jewish adolescents who made up almost 50

per cent of the population of a suburban Chicago school, Executive

Heights. He predicted that they would be more scholastically oriented

than the rest of the students because of the emphasis of education in

the Jewish cultural tradition. Coleman (5) found that

Jewish boys did underachieve as athletes and overachieve as
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scholars. They overachieved, however, even more on the basis of

popularity in the leading crowd.

Jewish girls overachieved most on the basis of being mem-

bers in the leading crowd, being best dressed, and being successful

with members of the opposite sex. Coleman (5) concluded that social

class membership rather than religion molded the value system of the

Jewish adolescent. He could not deny, however, their relatively

higher academic and leadership achievement.

Fifteen years have brought changes in the American society.

Youth subcultures have formed and actively rebelled against the public

school system. Students have visibly and legally defied school autho-

rities. There have been adolescent protests against values and tradi-

tions of the American social system as transmitted to them through

the school. Educational methods rarely break from tradition. Con-

trol of students by coercion and enforced passive dependency in the

classroom have further alienated the more independent, self-assured

middle- and upper-middle-class adolescent. It is an interesting

question to determine whether today's Jewish adolescent still aspires

to achieve in a school-directed way.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to analyze school-directed

and nonschool-directed aspirations of middle- and upper -middle -class
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Jewish high school boys and girls in one school in a large, urban,

Texas community.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were (1) to ascertain the

school-directed and nonschool-directed aspirations on the four dimen-

sions listed below of Jewish high school girls and boys in a large,

urban, Texas community; (2) to compare the findings with the non-

Jewish high school students in the same school; (3) to discuss and

compare the findings with Coleman's 1957 observations of high school

students in a similar type of school with a similar percentage of Jewish

students; (4) to draw implications which would have significance for

high school curriculum and extracurricular activities; and (5) to

make the findings available to the Jewish population of the city.

To carry out the purposes of this study the following questions

were formulated:

1. Will Jewish high school boys and girls aspire to be

brilliant students?

2. Will they aspire to achieve as members in leading high

school crowds.?

For operational definitions of underlined terms, see
page 13.
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3. Will their aspirations and achievements be toward

school-centered or nonschool-centered activities?

4. Will they aspire toward academic careers and a college

education?

Background and Significance of the Study

In Coleman's (5) 1957 book, The Adolescent Society, he

reported an exhaustive study of adolescent values and patterns of

social interaction in high schools in and around Chicago, Illinois. He

found that adolescents were cut off from adult society, with peer

approval becoming more and more important. Teen-age societies or

subcultures focused teen-age interests and attitudes on areas far

removed from adult responsibilities.

The achieving youth in Coleman's study sought his reward

within the school system even though academic achievement was

not highly valued. Adolescents aspired to have the right person-

ality and reputation. Athletic ability was most highly prized in boys

whereas popularity or recognition as a social leader was the first

choice of the girls. Coleman predicted eventual movement away

from the schools by adolescents if the schools did not change. He

recognized that students channeled their aspirations toward situations

where they could take an active part, and be somewhat self-determining
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and assertive. The typical classroom teacher expected them to be

passive and accepting.

There are many reasons why the unique generation of today's

youth has caused its elders to despair over its lack of traditional

aspirations and achievements. Adolescents are socially sophisticated

because of affluence and the influence of all forms of mass media.

They are confident and unafraid, because they have no memory of or

experience with hunger or deprivation. They are socialized to be

independent, mature, and self-sufficient children. Blau (2) describes

how they are immersed early into groups of peers at nursery school,

and taught to conform to group norms in order to be well liked.

Parental constraint and influence are tempered early by the youth's

influential peer groups.

Preparation for adulthood takes longer and longer so that end

goals are often meaningless and not dependable (10). Change is so

rapid that it is hard to find career models after which adolescents can

pattern themselves. Bettleheim (1) says that this leads to difficulty

in finding fulfillment in work. Child labor laws, in fact, prevent

many youth from working at jobs considered dangerous when interstate

commerce is involved.

As the society becomes more complex and bureaucratic, youths

feel powerless to influence anything but the most personal spheres of
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their lives. According to Keniston (11) there are discontinuities

among age groups with adulthood appearing unattractive enough to cause

undue postponement by many who choose to remain in a youthful world

of immediate, private, and simple enjoyment. Manhood is viewed as

empty to static. Becoming a man marks the death of adolescence, not

its fulfillment (1).

There are strong intergenerational value conflicts. The

natural order of one generation replacing the preceding one for survival

has been obliterated by technological advances which devalue individual

work. Inheritance laws, and modern liberalism discourage favoritism

to relatives jobwise (7). The older generation, according to Frieden-

berg (7), is not ready to step aside economically, politically, or emo-

tionally. The parent does not need the adolescent,except emotionally,

to prove he is a good parent. Youth has no important tasks to solve

for its society. The older generation, confused about its own values,

has not been able to stimulate youth to take over and accomplish its

dreams (1).

Some youths seek alternatives to the conventional social sys -

tem. Some seek to create their own. They share goals and values

and support each other. John Howard (10) calls it a case of lateral

deviance. Youth has developed its own standards and norms apart

from and opposed to older ones. Some youths do not share with their
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parents a common definition of life. In fact they often reject the

rewards accruing through involvement in a competitive society. They

embrace comparative poverty and their deviance is incomprehensible

to their elders.

The older generation has complained about lack of control over

the adolescents. With the split in value systems, the older can no

longer influence or induce confirming behavior by withholding rewards.

If the young rule-breaker does not want what the older generation has,

this value dissensus removes a powerful lever for inducing conformity

(10). The adult is forced to adopt more coercive methods for control,

thus adding more estrangement (10).

As the family plays a decreasing role in socialization of its

young, it has less effect on an individual's life chances. Parents find

themselves becoming irrelevant to the young. There are alternative

life situations available. The youth without resources can leave

home and find peers who will share food and lodging.

The school has been given the power to determine merits of

individuals on the basis of the kind of performance and personality that

particular school personnel find appealing. Friedenberg (7) finds that

the school imposes certain standards on, and rewards, certain types of

vehavior to continue the massive equalizing process it was charged with a

century ago. The stress is on passive acceptance of a commonman pattern
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of life and expectation. Children are expected to be passive

receivers of traditional information (7).

This has led to increased dissatisfaction among upper-middle-

class youth who have been socialized at home to be independent, unin-

timidated, self-assertive, and questioning. The society provides few

alternatives for youth to test its worth beside the formal, endless,

nonrewarding schooling (14). One way that adolescents reflect this

situation is by becoming passive and withdrawing. As Coleman (5)

predicted in 1957,their aspirations and achievements are oriented away

from the institutionalized school values into activities fostered by their

own youth subcultures or contracultures.

Adolescents do not see the school as a door toward opportunity.

They do not seek the traditional, adult roles promoted by the public

schools. Bettleheim (1) describes these roles as appearing unfulfill-

ing, rigid, and static. Students protest the criteria for appraising

individuals by their accomplishments;which in turn is based on training

and schooling, and rarely on native talent or self-cultivated personal

qualities (14). According to Keniston (11), young people value those

aspects of life which are least involved in the wider society and which

seem manageable and controllable. Public school education is not

one of these aspects.
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Coleman's (5) study showed that the Jewish adolescents

were consistently high achievers. They may have achieved higher in

social activities than in scholarship, as did the others in their social

class, but they were higher in both of these areas than their non-

Jewish compatriots (5).

Various studies have shown that today's Jewish adolescents,

who are usually third-and fourth-generation Americans, are influenced

mainly by the values of their social-class peer groups, and not by

the combined religious and secular values that so mobilized the first-

and second-generation Jews (5, 17). Some remaining ethnic unique-

ness, however, appears responsible for the Jewish adolescents'

continuing position of leadership (15). The Jewish population of

America is made up mostly of offspring of Eastern European Jews who

came over by the thousands in the years between 1880 and 1920.

Those Jews presented an atypical pattern of mobility mainly because

they had middle-class values when they arrived even though they had

been forced to work in unskilled jobs as their final persecution before

fleeing Europe (16, 17).

Throughout their long history Jews suffered restrictions in

occupational choices. They had traditional roles as traders, self-

employed artisans, and scholars of the torah,or Jewish law (9). At

the same time, Slater (17) comments, they also learned greater
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occupational versatility than other minorities because of frequent

threats to economic survival.

Blau (2) describes European Judaism as a complete life style,

with mobility, achievement, and social interaction limited to the village

or shtetl. Religion was a part of life but secular activities were

always included. The values of the old-culture Jews who settled in

America were congruent with those of the United States' middle-class

achiever. These values included thrift, sobriety, ambition, ability

to delay gratification, and aversion to violence (17). Included in this

way of life was long involvement with respect for written law, whereas

literacy was also an important aspect of the Jewish male role (17).

All of this combined with an ancestry of merchants, scholars,

and artisans made the Jew move from the position of common laborer

to that of middle-class by the second generation in America. The

roads used were mainly business and education,which were both avail-

able and both familiar ways of life (17). Slater (17) also found that

unprecedented rapidity and breadth of Jewish upward mobility in the

United States was because of combined secular and religious goals

which evoked worship of education and learning if these were needed to

succeed. All Jews felt equally entitled to secular goals and had the

middle-class orientation to achieve.
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Third- and fourth-generation Jewish adolescents mainly

reflect values of social-class membership rather than religious or cul-

tural values. Those studied by Coleman (5) were the highest achiev-

ers in those qualities considered most desirable by the general high

school population. Since the middle- and upper-middle-class students

achieved within the school system,so did the Jewish students as mem-

bers of those classes. The students in Executive Heights were

involved in activities in the school which they could call their own,such

as athletics, school newspapers, drama clubs, social affairs, and

dates (5).

The Jewish tradition and the middle- and upper-middle-class

values merged into genuine concern for the importance of education as

a road to achievement, and for the conferring of prestige on the

achiever. The question asked in this study is whether the Jewish

high school students in 1972 support Coleman's (5) prediction that

youth might retreat from involvement with the traditional public

school system of education if schools did not change to meet the needs

of the changing generation.

There is a need to re-evaluate public education on the

secondary level. Student discontent, in the form of increasing drop-

outs and generalized apathy, cannot be ignored (15).
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Jewish high school middle- and upper-middle-class students

have a history of being high-achieving representatives of their social-

class peer group.

This study explores certain aspects of student involvement by

exploring whether Jewish students still aspire to achieve through the

school. This information will serve as a social indicator of what

behavior can be expected from non-Jewish students. The findings will

prove helpful for future curricula and educational planning by educators

and school boards. It also will provide social scientists with addi-

tional data concerning the varying social influences during the adoles-

cent period. The Jewish and larger community can also utilize the

information to further their understanding of the Jewish and rnn-Jewish

adolescent.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study the following definitions have

been made:

School-directed aspirations: the self-perceived desire to

be identified with and excel in brilliance, traditional high school

crowds, school-centered activities, and jobs or careers involving a

traditional college education a r e considered school-directed aspira-

tions.
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Nonschool-directed aspirations: the self-perceived desire

not to be involved in, or identified with, endeavors or activities with

the school, or the self-perceived desire to be identified with activities

outside of the school a r e considered nonschool-directed aspirations.

Middle and upper-middle class: the social-class position of

those Jewish students living in one school district of a large, urban,

Texas community. The houses in this district range in price from

$ 2 5,000 to $ 100, 000. Residents of these houses a r e considered

middle and upper-middle class.

Jewish and nan-Jewish students: students a r e considered

Jewish or non-Jewish according to their responses to choice of religion

found on the questionnaire.

Brilliant students: to be defined by their placement on the

continuum drawn from possible scores for the characteristics delineated

by Coleman (5) in questions 8, 15, 16, 26-29, 32, and 34 of his 1957

questionnai re (5).

Members in leading high school crowds: to be defined by

their placement on the continuum drawn from possible scores for the

characteristics delineated by Coleman (5) in questions 10, 11, 16, 54,

55, 56, 57, 67-72, and 73-78 of his questionnaire (5).

See Appendix A for Indices of questions used to delineate
these four operationally defined underlined terms.
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A spirations toward school-centered or nonschool-centered

activities: to be defined by the students' placement on the continuum

drawn from possible scores for the characteristic delineated by

Coleman (5) in questions 12, 26-29, 30-33, 54, 55, 36, 43-51,

56, 58, 60, 11, 12 and 13 of his 1957 questionnaire (5).

Aspirations toward academic careers and a college education:

to be defined by the students' placement on the continuum drawn from

possible scores for the characteristic delineated by Coleman (5) in

questions 8, 9, 72, 78, 9, 20, 21-24, and 25 of his 1957 questionnaire

(5).

Limitations of the Study

The population studied was limited to one hundred Jewish

and one hundred non-Jewish high school boys and girls in one high

school in the State of Texas. Black students and bussed-in students

were eliminated from the population studied. The study was limited

to one public high school because of the inability to collect data from

other similar high schools. This study was also subject to all the

limitations present when data are acquired by use of questionnaire.

Basic Assumptions

It is assumed that all of the students in the population studied

are members of the middle or upper-middle class.
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Because of the extensive and repetitive use of Coleman's (5)

validated attitude questionnaire used in his 1957 study of adolescent

society, it is assumed that questionnaire i s. an appropriate and

valid data gathering device for this study. It is assumed that each

student a n s w e r e dthe questions honestly. It is assumed that the

student is Jewish if he markedthis choice in the context of the question-

naire.

Instrument

The data-gathering instrument used for this study was the

basic version of James Coleman's Study of High School Social Climates,

Attitude Questionnaire (5). This is the same questionnaire Coleman

(5) used in his 1957 study of nine Illinois high schools.

The questionnaire was utilized to measure school-directed

and nonschool-directed aspirations of Jewish high school boys and

girls. The non-Jewish population of the school also took the question-

naire and their responses were used as a basis of comparison.

A random sample of one hundred Jewish and one hundred

nn-Jewish students in the high school was used in the study. The

sample was selected by the use of a table of numbers generated by a

random process (14).
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The Jewish and non-Jewish questionnaires were processed as

two separate groups for the purposes of this study. The data from

both the Jewish and ncmn-ewish samples from the high school student

body were coded and punched into cards for automatic data processing.

Procedures for Analysis of Data

Items from Coleman's questionnaire were selected and

grouped according to their relevance to the four questions presented

in the purposes of this study (5). These items were mainly multiple

choice in form. Some had a number of choices, some just two, and

some asked the student to rank responses.

There were four indexes or sets of items covering the four

dimensions included in school-directed or nonschool-directed aspira-

tions. Each response to each item was classified as whether it

indicated school-directed (S. D. ) or nonschool-directed (N. S. D.)

aspirations according to Coleman's observations (5). Each item was

coded accordingly with an I for school-directed or an 0 for nonschool-

directed. This meant that a student's responses were tabulated on

each of the four indexes: brilliance, membership in a leading high

school crowd, aspirations toward school-centered or nonschool-

centered activities, and aspirations toward academic careers and a

college education.
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In order to describe the Jewish boys' and girls' school-

directed and nonschool-directed aspirations along the four dimensions

designed for this purpose, percentage tables were used. The eight

tables found in Chapter III show the percentages of Jewish students

found on the continuum of scores which represent a low to high range

on each of the four measures of school-directed, nonschool-directed

aspirations.

A comparison of Jewish and ncnrJewish responses in the 1972

study was presented by use of the Chi-Square test of Independence (see

tables in Appendix B). This statistic determined whether the Jewish

and non-Jewish students' responses were distributed in the same way

with respect to the four questions stated in the purposes of the study.

The formula used was (8, p. 148)

2 (o - e) 2

e

where summation,

o = observed frequencies, and

e = expected frequencies.

If the calculated Chi-Square equaled or exceeded the

value for the table at the . 05 level of significance, this

meant that the Jewish and ncn-Jewish responses were not
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distributed in the same way on the various school-directed or nonschool-

directed criteria.

If the calculated Chi-Square was less than the value for the

table at the . 05 level, this meant that the responses of the two groups

were distributed in a similar manner.

The data from this study were also discussed and compared

in a general way with Coleman's (5) 1957 observations of student

responses to the same questionnaire given in a similar type of high

school with a similar percentage of Jewish students. Implications

were drawn about similarities or differences in attitudes and

aspirations toward school-directed and nonschool-directed activities

found among the adolescent groups in Coleman's 1957 study and

in this 1972 study.

According to the findings recommendations were made about

possible re-evaluation of current high school curriculum and extra-

curricular activities and interests. It is hoped that sociologists and

educators may utilize the findings in expanding their observations and

studies of the adolescent society.

There has been much concern and speculation in the Jewish

community about the possibility of increasing numbers of nonachieving

youth. Conclusions will be made available to the Jewish

community to further their awareness of Jewish adolescent aspirations.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED RESEARCH

This chapter will deal with three areas of related research.

The first area will be concerned with the acceptance of an adolescent

subculture as a viable entity. The various dimensions of the adoles-

cent subculture value system will also be explored.

The second area of related research centers around the history

of the changing role of the public high school in serving as a generalized

reference setting for the adolescent subculture. This will include

discussion of the student role in public school.

The third research area is that of the role of the Jewish

public high school student as leader and achiever in those aspects of

the adolescent subculture most valued by his ncnJewish peers.

Area I: The Adolescent Subculture as a Viable Entity

One of the earliest recognitions of a separate adolescent sub-

culture came from Willard Waller's (53) 1932 study of the school as a

social system. He directed attention to the special culture of the

school and was primarily concerned with the special roles of children

and youth. He described value conflict between students and

21
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teachers as being inherent in the nature of the teacher-pupil relation-

ship (53, p. 378).

Hollingshead (29) in 1949 intensified the issues concerning

origins of adolescent status systems by exploring the idea that social

behavior of high school adolescents was ascribed according to their

families' social-class position in the community.

C. Wayne Gordon (22) accepted Hollingshead's (29) analysis

indicating a general social-class origin of status systems in many

schools. He went further, however, and pressed for adolescent status,

position,and accompanying behavior based on the school's organiza-

tional context itself. Students would acquire status on the basis of

participation in their informally organized peer world (23, p. 378).

Gordon's theory proposed that the main motivation of the

adolescent was to achieve a generalized social status in the adolescent

community over and above status ascribed by family and social-class

position (22). The behavior that awarded status included grades,

athletics, extracurricular activities, dressingand dating (23,

p. 378).

Gordon (22) concluded in his study of the adolescent social

system that athletics and leadership in popular school activities were

clearly more important than scholarship as a basis for social status.
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This study set the stage for Coleman's (8) work and he con-

firmed Gordon's (22) observations about the existence of a specialized

adolescent society. Students engaged in dualistic behavior. They did

what adults would approve of and reward, but a stronger motivation for

behavior was approval of peers (23, p. 378). Coleman (8) delved

deeply into the nature, sources, and varieties of adolescent status

systems. He called these semi-autonomous adolescent social systems

"adolescent society" (23, p. 379).

There was a flurry of arguments and protests in the literature

about the actual reality of a separate adolescent subculture. Elkin

and Westly (49, p. 424) denied there was a separate subculture

on the basis of a study they made of twenty upper-middle-class

teenagers. For added proof they used Hollingshead's (29) 1949

study of middle-class adolescents and adults who shared the same

values. Bealer and Willis (49, p. 424) stated that there was con-

tinuity of culture from generation to generation which maintains simi-

larities in values.

There were further semantic and philosophical debates about

use of the term adolescent society versus adolescent social system.

There was fair agreement that a subculture was a collection of

individuals interrelated through shared experiences and possessing

shared activities, beliefs and values (49, p. 424). But there was
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disagreement as to whether American adolescents fit the definition.

Jahoda and Warren (30, p. 143) announced that it was a "pseudo-

issue" and not worthy of continued debate.

. . . support can be gathered from any study of adoles-
cents for either a discontinuous subculture or a continu-
ous nonsubculture depending upon the emphasis placed
by the researcher. . . . such a group in society can

usually be studied from the point of view of what they
have in common as well as from the point of view of

what they share with the major culture. Both are legi-
timate approaches (30, p. 143).

Smith and Kleine (49) felt that the debate about existence

of an adolescent subsociety was destined for a fate similar to that

of the heredity and environment controversy. They suggested that

adolescents share some values uniquely with other adolescents nation-

ally, share some values in the specific reference groups, and

share still other values in the broader adult cultural fabric.

Douglas (12, p. 21) wrote that arguments over definitions

seemed fruitless. The important point was whether adolescent and

adult members of the society thought of themselves as different

groups, and if they did think so,how it affected their lives. Douglas

(12) affirmed Coleman (8) who presented evidence that American

high school students identified themselves as a distinct group. They

shared many values with each other which they enforced for each other,

and which were quite distinct from the values of their parents
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(12, p. 19). Coleman also found that high school students were pri-

marily concerned with what their peers thought of them and their

actions. His conclusion was that the adolescent society was a peer-

oriented one (12, p. 19).

Douglas drew some general dimensions to demarcate a youth

culture in the American society. He felt that their shared common

characteristics grew out of their shared social position (12, p. 24).

The vast majority of the young up to the age of 18 are
enrolled in primary or secondary schools. From the
age of 18 to 21 or 22 almost half today are involved in
college education. . . . The vast majority of the young,
at least up to the age of 22 are pupils. They have com-
mon concerns as pupils, common knowledge to some degree,
and even common feelings about school. . . . The vast
majority of the young also live with their parents, so
the vast majority will take their relations with their par-
ents to be very important to them, especially because they
also depend on their parents. . . . The young also
have a common concern with learning how to deal with
other people sexually. . . . In this respect, the great
majority of youth are involved in the many concerns,
problems, joys, tactics, and so on of dating relations
in our society (12, p. 24).

Dimensions of the Value System of the Adolescent

Subculture

There is a general consensus of agreement about acceptance

of the existence of an adolescent subculture. Social scientists are

actively involved in observing and describing this subculture as a social

system.
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Coleman's study (8) The Adolescent Society, published in

1961,was startling if not discomforting. His book informed the public

that high school students from varied socio-economic environments

were much alike in what they valued. They not only did not aspire

to academic success,but their subculture values stressed and rewarded

popularity, social and athletic skills, good looks, and pleasantness (8).

The adolescents valued athletic prowess for boys, physical

beauty and participation in school social activities for girls. Both

sexes sought risk, stimulation, action, excitement, and leadership in

popular activities (23, p. 378).

Coleman (8, pp. 30, 194) found that almost 50 per cent of

high school boys would prefer to be remembered as school "athletic

star" in preference to "brilliant student" or "most popular. " The

desire to be a nationally famous athlete led a field of four career

choices.

For girls, the qualities chosen for status included glamour,

personality, physical beauty, a general gregarious quality, and par-

ticipation in school social activities (8, p. 48).

Studies of high school social systems followed. Overall,

there was general support for Coleman's (8) observations. There

were not only interesting variations, but there was some rich,

in-depth research on Coleman's theme. In the literature there was
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growing awareness that social changes occurring inside and outside

of the public high school were affecting the adolescent social climate

and value system.

In 1967 Schwartz and Merton (43) assumed an anthropological

approach in conducting an important study of middle- and upper-middle-

class urban and suburban adolescents.

In their study of the youth culture as a cultural system,they

confirmed Coleman's (8) findings about discernable differences

between adolescent and adult orientation to reality.

First, they satisfied themselves about the viability of the

existence of a separate youth culture. By examining adolescent lan-

guage for meanings of peer-group norms, they accepted the group as a

genuinely independent subculture (43, p. 453). They reported that

there were complex differences in the youth and adult ways of per-

ceiving and interpreting behavior. Youth values might or might not

run parallel to adult norms (43, p. 453).

Schwartz and Merton felt there were reasons for these differ-

ences built into the society. They quoted Eisenstadt:

There is a radical, social-psychological transition between
childhood and adulthood in industrial societies. . .
Every child in our society must eventually leave his
family circle. . . the youth culture serves as a "half-
way house" between a young person's particularistic and
universalistic associations. . . . The youth culture
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allows the adolescent to experiment with objective,
universalistic standards without sacrificing the psycho-
logical security of highly solitary primary groups.
(16, p. 43).

According to Schwartz and Merton,the symbolic components

of adolescent social life formed a coherent subculture irrespective

of whether its norms eventually subverted, reinforced, or had no

lasting effect upon adult values (43, p. 458).

Once they accepted its existence, Schwartz and Merton

explored the values of their particular middle- and upper-middle-

class adolescent sample. These adolescents intended to go to college,

and many of them worked reasonably hard to get good grades. They

wanted a college degree because they felt it would help them get the

professional job or the husband which would insure them a good life

(43, p. 459). To this degree, this sample seemed to have success-

fully internalized adult occupational goals.

What is of special interest in the light of Coleman's study is

the way these same students answered questions with regard to what

it takes to attain status in high school and with regard to how they

wished to be remembered there.

Schwartz and Merton (43) had gone into more detailed ana-

lys is of the s chool community. They categorized status positions

in terms of life styles, modes of dress, speech, and interpersonal
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demeanor (43, p. 461). The authors were interested in whether

prestige differed on the basis of whether the student's reference

groupwas "socie," "hoodie," or "conventional" (43, p. 461).

Despite breakdown of adolescents into subgroups, there was

strong majority agreement with the dominant values institutionalized

into the status system of this particular high school (43).

Coleman (8) had also reported that there was commonality

of agreement about adolescent social status no matter which social-

class group dominated the various schools he studied.

Schwartz and Merton's (43, p. 463) sample awarded high

status on the basis of athletic skill, leadership in the schools' activity

system, popularity, good looks, and on knowing how to get along with

teachers and classmates.

Success or failure in the academic system of the high school

was a relatively minor component of a student's social identity (43,

p. 460). In fact, very negative connotations were associated with

status of "brain." A "brain" devoted all his energies to getting

high marks and was called "twinky" which implied underlying effe-

minacy (43, p. 460).

Judgments of personal worth were tied up with behaviors the

students thought reflected sex-role identity. The external sign of

inner manhood for the males was "physical strength, athletic talent,
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courage in the face of aggression, a willingness to defend one's

honor at all costs, and sexual and drinking prowess" (43, p. 460).

For girls the most attractive feminine traits were ".

physical attractiveness, personal vivacity, and the ability to delicately

manipulate various sorts of interpersonal relationships" (43, p. 460).

Prestigeful girls attracted many high-status boys as dates

and were both "cute and cool" (43, p. 465). This means that they

exuded a certain kind of sexual attractiveness and at the same time

were not sexually promiscuous.

If she is "cool" a girl must be quite adept in the dating
system. This means that she must "make out" with a
comparatively large number of boys without, on the other
hand, being"fmade. " . . . she must not only be physically
attractive but also confidently manage the sexual
self-aggrandizement which marks these temporary
unions (43, p. 465).

Schwartz and Merton (43, p. 464) in summarizing admitted

that the process of status attribution was quite complex and not just a

result of objective talents like being athletic or beautiful. Instead,

each adolescent somehow had to collect the esteem he received in a

variety of situations and transform it into a culturally validated image

of the successful adolescent.

. . . it is this self-image and not the concrete role
performance which ultimately interests adolescents.
Confidence about one's essential masculinity or femin-
inity and the ability to manifest this in smooth
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performances in many spheres is the essence of high
status in this social system (43, p. 465).

In 1968 David Friesen (19) published a Canadian study in

order to find out if youth in this culture valued athletics, popularity,

and academic achievement in that order. He was replicating Coleman

(8). He studied nineteen schools and 15, 000 students (19, p. 42).

Friesen found that academic achievement was relegated to a very

minor position in the hierarchy of values.

In the eyes of the adolescent, academic achievement
does not help him appreciably in attaining a position in
the leading crowd of the high school; it does not help
him in his quest for popularity- -which, as we shall see,
emerges as a powerful element in the adolescent society,
and it does not seem to merit the highest position for the
attainment of success in life (19, p. 44).

Eldon Snyder (50) felt that the criteria students perceived

as important for prestige within a school were closely related to their

values. In 1972 he studied 320 members of a junior class in the only

high school in a midwestern community (50, p. 130). He used a

variation of Coleman's (8) questionnaire. His findings drew a

different picture. The adolescents in this study chose personal

qualities and material possessions as most important for status

rather than activity leadership and athletics,which were emphasized

in the schools Coleman studied (8, p. 135).
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There is agreement, however, with Coleman in the area of

academic aspirations. There was a strong negation of academic

achievement as a source of student prestige (50, p. 135). It is

interesting to take note of the adolescent profile described in this

study completed some fifteen years after Coleman's (8).

Both boys and girls feel that personal qualities are very
important for prestige. However, significantly more
girls than boys feel this criterion is important . .

in respect to activities -- athletics the inverse is true
and significantly more boys than girls rank this charac-
teristic as important. . . . There is greater consen-
sus among the boys on what is important for being a
"big wheel" than among the girls. Relatively few students
feel that "right friends" and academic achievement
are important for prestige within this high school (50,
p. 131).

Allen and Eicher (2) studied adolescent females in 1973 in

order to investigate what was involved in assessments preceding

decisions to associate. They found that appraisals were made on

dress. On the basis of this the majority of girls went on to make

judgments about whether or not they would be willing to have girls as

friends (2).

Results of this study implied that an adolescent female's popu-

larity, friendship, and social contacts might be influenced by her

dress. If her clothing didn't reflect what was currently in style,

whether it be torn Levis, bare feet, or one earring, she might be

rejected by her peers or labeled as "different" before she could
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prove her worth otherwise (2, p. 127). This supports one aspect

of Coleman's (8) study. Female adolescents are very concerned

with appearance.

An interesting variation on Coleman's (8) theme was pub-

lished in 1974 by Russell Curtis (10). He was interested in compar-

ing relative influence on adolescents of peers, mothers, and fathers

(10, p. 368). Curtis felt that primary influence was a matter of

ways, places, and times. He felt that adolescents shift their refer-

ence sources according to length of time in a school, by size and

complexity of school, and by grade level (10, p. 368).

Curtis did not prove, but brought up for speculation, the idea

that students entering a new school increase their dependence on

parents. As they find their place in the school social system, they

increase the use of friends for guideline and direction. A s they

move through the public school and are preparing to leave, Curtis

suggests that they may again be more influenced by parents (10,

p. 375). He is opting for subtle variations in peer, parent influence

on adolescents during their high school careers. Despite these

subtleties Curtis admits that the school, as an institution, is by far

the most important reference setting for adolescents (10, p. 375).
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Area II: The History of the Changing Role of the Public High
School as a Generalized Reference Setting for Its

Adolescent Subculture Members

The previous section of related research points up the

important part the public high school - pla ye d in affording the social

climate for the adolescent subculture. This climate in cIlud e d

major rewards for social and athletic skills, minor rewards for aca-

demic ability. Educators are concerned with the role of today's school

in meeting adolescent needs. They are also concerned with how the

student perceives his role in the school.

In Coleman's (8) study the adolescent society was centered

in and around the public high school. The adolescent aspired for

status within the school setting. The important question is whether

the school still serves as an adequate reference setting in a world that

has changed in the fifteen years since Coleman's work (8).

In order to understand the public high school scene today, it

is necessary to look briefly at the changing role of the school and

student since the establishment of secondary education seventy-five

years ago. To the extent that secondary schooling had existed in the

late 1800's in the United States, it served as a training ground for the

culturally and scientifically educated elite (28, p. 181). R. B.

Shuman (46, p. 56) comments that less than 10 per cent of the teen-

age population attended school beyond the tenth grade.
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In the first two decades of the twentieth century the elitiest

approach to education broke down. There was a democratic demand

for extension of universal education through secondary school years.

The goal was to train children for knowledgeable participation in

public affairs as adults (28, p. 166).

High school was not seen as a preparation for college. Most

Americans did not view college studies as either necessary or desir-

able for the majority. The National Education Association's

Committee of Ten (28, p. 166) made this clear. High school alone

was to be the complete training ground for democracy's leaders.

Naturally it also prepared the elite who were college-bound.

This goal of preparing leaders was to be reached by a choice

of four different academic curricula emphasizing the natural and

social sciences and modern languages (28, p. 166). There was no

special college preparation program. Education was available for

all adolescents who qualified and could afford to stay out of the work

force long enough to take advantage of it.

By the 1930's a subtle change in emphasis in the public high

school reflected an ever-increasing number of students. The high

school student body grew from 203, 000 in 1890 to 6,601, 000 in 1940

accounting for 6. 7 per cent and 73. 3 per cent respectively of the age

group from fourteen to seventeen. Of the seventeen-year-olds in these
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groups, 3. 5 per cent graduated in 1890 as compared to 50. 8 per

cent in 1940 (28, p. 168).

Most of these students not only did not intend to go to college;

they also seemed destined for followership ratherthan leadership.

To meet this change, the public high school shifted away from an

academic curriculum. Such subject matter was no longer felt appro-

priate for many students who educators felt needed training for life

rather than leadership (28, p. 167).

The result was more specific vocational instruction and

apprenticeship training. A general program was developed directed

at general usefulness for life. The overall philosophy was termed

"Life Adjustment Education" (28, p. 168).

G. Stanley Hall and George Counts (28, p. 168) spoke for

adolescent-centered, adolescent-directed high schools. They met

with resistance from the parental generation,who feared the potential

power of waves of adolescents rushing into schools. Parents

demanded and got strict control by the schools (28, p. 169).

The school was being transformed from an institution designed

for the general cultural education and college preparation of a privi-

leged elite. It now attempted to prepare all young people for life.

This transformation according to Gross and Osterman (25, p. 16)
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corresponded with the development of America from a rural to an

industrialized nation based on economic specialization.

The family, traditionally a basic unit of socialization of the

young, no longer could perform this function. Coleman (8, p. 2)

describes the societal changes which created twentieth-century public

schools. Ever-accelerating change and increasing demands for

higher levels of training meant that parental skills and knowledge

became obsolete or too complex for direct transmission to children.

The future job market was uncharted. The future itself was uncertain.

A general public high school training was to prepare the youth for this

demanding life style (8, pp. 2, 3).

The schools assumed the job of socialization for modern

American society. The society depended on a high degree of con-

formity, materialism, and obedience. These qualities were encour-

aged and rewarded by the schools. Governmental control and compul-

sory attendance shaped unanimity (25, p. 19). The society

demanded longer years of training for increased skills. They also

needed to keep young adolescents out of the unskilled labor market.

Public high school enrollment soared (28, p. 169).

No longer was the school a predominantly academic institution.

Teachers were primarily taskmasters rather than educators. They

had to accommodate a large, heterogeneous student body. They had
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to accommodate adolescents who were in school only because it was

compuls ory.

Even though practical application of knowledge was attempted

in preparing this variety of students for adult life, it was funneled

through the traditional academic pattern (28, p. 171). The basic

concept of education did not change. The formal classroom persisted,

and the few voices who asked if this method was still effective were

ignored (28, p. 171).

In an attempt to assign students to programs fitting needs or

abilities, the schools . utilized the popular psychological tests

and measurements. Guidance, counseling, and teachers gratefully

classified students by intelligence, capability,and achievement on the

basis of test scores (28, p. 171).

A bureaucratic organization arose to accommodate this new

objective system so that public education took on a businesslike

demeanor. Specialists, professionalization, statistics, and efficiency

merged to meet the ever-increasing impossible demands made upon

the schools by the society (28, p. 176).

The physical growth of the high school and the worship of

professionalism in education were temporarily halted by the depres-

sion ofthe 1930's (28, p. 171). As money for the extras vanished,

there was a return to the traditional academic curriculum by the
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schools. There was also a shifting of responsibility for the non-

academic student to nonschool agencies and institutions (28, p. 181).

The high school, dependent on local support, could not cope

financially with the problems, needs, and training of millions of

adolescent students. The federal government had to step in and offer

concrete help to the large numbers of homeless and unemployed

youth (28, p. 174).

Their work-study programs were effective. The Civilian

Conservation Corps (CCC) by 1942 employed more than two and one-

half million men between the ages of seventeen and twenty-three and

provided them with vocational and academic instruction. The National

Youth Administration (NYA) offered part-time employment for over

two million out-of-school, high school, and college youth (28, p. 174).

As economic conditions improved in the late 1930's, the battle

for control of adolescents began between state and local public high

schools and the federal work-education programs.

This fear of being replaced led the professional
educators to claim for thepublic high school an even
greater power over youth at the very time when adoles -
cents were evading its control. Public school admin-
istrators . . . have been attempting to reconcile the
irreconcilable: a conception of education as broad as
life and a tendency to think of the public school as
responsible for all education (28, p. 175).
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The rivalry for control of youth ignored any input from

adolescents themselves as to their felt needs and desires. Programs

were prepared without use of adolescent initiative and involvement.

Throughout the conflict adult leaders continued their managerial role

over adolescents (28, p. 175).

The school that emerged by the late 1930's set the stage for

the adolescent social system Coleman (8) later studied. In their

attempts to retain power over youth, schools stressed extracurricular

activities, athletics, clubs, sororities, fraternities, dances, and

parties. This was an attempt to keep students involved and active in

a small-scale replica of the larger community (28, p. 169).

Coleman (8, p. 3) called this process a desegregated

"cutting off" from the rest of the society. Students began to consti-

tute their own small society with the most important interaction occur-

ring within itself. Only a few threads of connection remained with the

outside, adult society. Not only did adolescent adult value systems

come to differ, but so did language and symbols. Mass communication

contributed to the gradual diffusion of the subculture across the nation.

The eventual result was a distinct high school social system (8,

pp. 3, 4).

But this attempt to win the battle of control over education did

n ot meet the needs of all students. There were still large
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numbers who refused to fit into the traditional academic

s etting.

Then World War II and its resulting need for manpower

quieted the crisis as out-of-school youth became valuable resources.

Schools resumed their claim to exclusive jurisdiction over all school-

age youth. There was renewed concern with the school dropout.

In fact, educational discussions in the 1940's centered around develop-

ment of programs which would make school more attractive to the large

number of dropouts. By 1945, as the war ended, a solution was

offered called "Life Adjustment" (28, pp. 176, 177).

Life Adjustment was directed at the needs of the 60 per cent

who didn't opt for vocational schools or college preparatory programs

but who were forced to go to school. These were called educationally

neglected youth. These were the students who were variously labeled

neglected, or retarded, or lacking in intelligence and achievement

(28, p. 178). The school again attempted to meet exclusively all

needs for all youth.

Life Adjustment vanished from the scene with the advent

of the first Russian satellite. Academic curriculum was beefed up

under the pressure of anxious national concern. The superior student

prospered; the average and slow student were ever more neglected.
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As the 1960's progressed, these adolescents began to

arouse concern as blackboard jungles and delinquency increased.

Rediscovery of poverty culture and slum schools was brought to public

attention. Minority groups became vocal about unequal educational

opportunities (28, p. 178).

But the adolescent, public high school problem cut across

region, ethnic group, and social class. Educational responsibility

for all youth was still the exclusive job of the schools. Few asked

what the adolescent desired. All students continued to be crammed

into the tight, outdated scholastic mold. The availability of the

school faithfully delivered the double messages from the society.

Parents, like the educational profession, had not come to terms with

the modern adolescent (28, p. 179).

Become an individual and accept adult responsibilities was

one message. The obverse was the actual paternalism which confined

all adolescents in compulsory schools and prevented them from

assuming any self-determination or self -responsibility (28, p. 179).

The American public school in its autonomous position was

to magically produce young adults with a sense of direction and pur-

pose. But the school as a sophisticated, custodial institution played

havoc with the uncertainties, impulses, and creative energies of
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adolescents (28, p. 180). Educators failed to respond to changes

in youth caused by gradually increasing mobility, affluence, and self

determination.

If society couldn't tolerate them at large, if their queries and

protests were silenced in the schools, adolescents could and would

develop their own value system. Some of these value systems resulted

in permanent adolescence. Some resulted in release of untapped

skills, interests, and abilities in directions away from the school.

Some resulted in destructive anger and some resulted in apathy (28,

p. 182). The overall result was that many members of the adolescent

subculture began to move beyond the school walls for rewards and

recognition.

By denying adolescence its right to exist society
is cutting itself off from its source of rejuvenation.

. . . A society in change must welcome for its own
survival the impulses and creative energies of youth
(28, p. 182).

Student Role in Public High School

The history of the public high school in America shows a

continued attempt to meet the needs of all adolescents within the context

of a traditional format. There has been much written about the

student's role or perceived role within that context. The terms that

are repeated and recycled to describe the social characteristics of
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today's public school students are passive, dependent, irresponsible,

nonmotivated, and alienated (39, p. 141).

Coleman (9, p. 434) says that the student role of adolescents

has become so enlarged that it constitutes the major part of pre-adult

life. The role is not one of taking actions and experiencing conse-

quences. It is a relatively passive role which is always in prepara-

tion for action but never acting. In the classroom the teacher is still

the medium through which learning is to take place (9, p. 434).

This action-poverty which permeates so much of a student's

life in school has caused an increased restiveness among the young.

Coleman comments further:

They are shielded from responsibility, and they become
irresponsible; they are held in a dependent status, and

they come to act as dependents; they are kept away from
productive work, and they become unproductive (9,
p. 434).

Not only are academic subjects presented from the active

teacher to the passive student, but non-intellectual learning is also

transmitted in a cognitive manner. It is most frequently presented

in a classroom, by a teacher, to students (9, p. 435).

Viktor Gecas (20) studied various influences on adolescent

self-esteem. He looked at situations which included classrooms,

family, friends, heterosexual relations, and adults (20, p. 332).
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He found that adolescents' self-esteem was highest in the

friend's context and lowest in the classroom context. Friends also

ranked as the context in which adolescents felt most real, whereas in

the classroom they felt least real (20, p. 332).

Gecas explained that self-esteem is related to the power con-

figuration existing in a given social situation. He said that a power

configuration in which the person is a subordinate, such as an adoles-

cent in high school, is likely to be associated with lower feelings of

personal power than those contexts in which the person is an equal

(20, p. 334).

In this study students were asked to specify the context which

most accurately reflected "the real you" (20, p. 338). The subjects

selected the friends context most frequently; family was a second

choice; opposite sex was third, Adults and classroom were chosen

first by only 8 per cent of the respondents (20, p. 339). The class-

room emerged as the situation in which the adolescent felt least

authentic or most alienated. Adolescents were least likely to see

themselves as powerful, competent individuals in the school setting

(20, p. 339).

Gecas (20) implied from his study that his findings were

congruent with critiques made of public education by such social

scientists as Edgar Friedenberg, Paul Goodman, and Charles
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Silberman (20, p. 343). In line with this Coleman (8) described

the high school student as being drawn away from academic classroom-

directed activities where his role is powerless.

Ephraim Warshaw (54) interviewed Jewish high school

students who simultaneously attended public high school and Hebrew

high school. He compiled a list of attitudes and feelings about the

student's role in the public high school from their responses.

The "tyranny of grades" was the most common cause of

tension and pressure. Students felt that they weren't really learning

but working for grades. This induced intense pressure to achieve

(54, p. 27). "It takes a lot out of you going to public school" (54,

p. 27).

Students complained about being bored to death by teachers

who forced memorization of facts. One student said that she knew the

best way to learn was by doing something herself, discussions and

experiments (54, p. 27). " . . . public officials should learn . .

that pain is not required in learning. When facts are forced down

our throats by tests, they are soon forgotten anyway" (54, p. 28).

Formal rigidity was the most disliked aspect of public school

learning. The public high school was also regarded as too imper-

sonal. The students had few friendships with teachers and had met

only a few who were personally concerned with their students (54, p. 29).
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The students commented on the machine-like nature of the

school which left no room for creativity or independent study.

Virtually all of the students want to have a say in their
own education. They are revolted . . . by what they see
as the regimentation and the rigid and set nature of
the public school curriculum. . . . "This year in Hebrew
high school . . . we are freer, trusted more, have
more say in what goes on, and the classes are much more
exciting and interesting" (54, p. 31).

These statements provide an excellent indication of what high

school students expected from their education and how adults and

schools often failed them.

Warshaw (54, p. 31) reported that these students hoped

they could simply survive high school so they could go on to college

where they expected the real search for truth and knowledge to begin.

In Philip Cusick's (11) study of group activity in public high

school, he gained some insight into the role of student as the student

perceives it. He was a participant observer for six months during

which time he attended classes, activities, and student meetings.

Cusick found that student group interaction dominated the

school. This interaction was mainly not school-directed. Three of

the seven hours spent in school were for procedural and maintenance

details such as homeroom, passing out of papers, and changing

classes (11, p. 118).
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The student was expected to be present and orderly for these

three hours but not intellectually involved. He talked and interacted

with his friends. During the four hours spent in classroom interac-

tion, Cusick found that the student role was to sit and watch and wait.

The teacher who directed and structured the class talked 75 per cent

of the time. The 25 per cent remaining time was divided among

twenty to thirty students. The students looked to their social groups

for rewards of involvement and participation (11, p. 119).

In the three groups Cusick associated with, academic subjects

were rarely mentioned.

The athletes talked about sports, girls, beer parties,
cars, and their past and present times together. Ano-
ther group discussed their stealing, music, and parties,
and the third group discussed their extracurricular events,
personal matters, and the internal politics of student
government (11, p. 121).

Academic achievement was not a requisite for membership

in any of the social groups (11, p. 121). Cusick interviewed a

student. Several quotations help to describe the value climate in this

public school.

"Yes, that's true, that's what we do, we're not
very interested in school. "

"You mean, school, like academically?"
"Yes, that's right, there isn't much to be inter-

ested in. This really isn't a school."

when I first cameI hated it. You know
I skipped 58 days last year because I couldn't stand to
come to school because I didn't know anyone. . . . I
felt like a real outsider. "
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" it's bad when you don't know anyone.

You just walk around by yourself and feel like other
kids are talking about you. "

"1. . . Is that the most important thing you do

in school, hang around with your friends? " .

"Like I said, Phil, when I didn't have any
friends, I hated the place so much I couldn't stand to

come!"

"I notice when you and your friends are together

you don't talk about school. "

"No, we have our own way of talking, and we don't
have much to say about teachers."

the worst thing that can happen is that

you have to walk around the halls alone."

"What about the cafeteria?"
"Oh, that's even worse. Kids would rather not

eat than eat alone. "

"Which would you rather do, flunk a test or eat
alone in the cafeteria?"

flunk a test" (pp, 11, 121, 122, 123).

Cusick reported that to have friends may have been the single

most important thing in the school. The student groups served the

important function of providing each student with a way to obtain the

social rewards of participation, interaction, and recognition in that

setting (11, p. 123). The school did not utilize students' time and

energy. The student was left to his own devices for half the day and

through a series of social dyads, triads, cliques, and groups he found

an outlet for nonschool-directed social expression.

As a participant observer the researcher felt there was little

student involvement in either classroom or extracurricular sectors.

He perceived little student-teacher interaction. Rules and regulations
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and routines substituted. The moving about, discussing, talking,

responding, and participating were teacher-dominated. The students

sat, watched, waited, and listened (11, p. 125).

The conclusion was that students carried on their strong

group affiliations in school because these social groups provided much

of what the organization did not.

The school with its emphasis on teacher-initiated action,
routine, subject specialization, batch processing, and
reliance on maintenance details serves to deny students
freedom, fails to differentiate them, keeps them power-
less and in a state of spectatorship, provides little
human interaction, and gives them only future-oriented
rewards. In turn, the student groups are segregated
with little cross -communication, give students independ-
ence and power over their activity, and provide them
immediate pleasure of participation in human interac-
tion (11, p. 126).

This area of related research has been twofold. First, it

has described the decreasing influence of the public high school in

serving as a general reference setting for adolescent subculture

members. Second, it has shown the increasing importance of non-

school-directed social groups in meeting the needs of adolescents for

independence, power over activity, immediate pleasure, and social

expr es s ion.

In Coleman's (8) 1957 study adolescent aspirations were

strongly centered around school-directed social and athletic skills

even though academic aspirations were negated. These aspirations
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were held in common by students from varied socio-economic back-

grounds. Even the Jewish middle- and upper-middle-class sample

conformed to the social and athletic aspirations of their peers. In

fact, they led in these areas. Coleman (8) saw this as a denial of

ethnic tradition toward intellectualism because of the overriding

influence of the adolescent value system. The Jewish adolescent,

however, did still display the ethnic social characteristics of leader-

ship and achievement.

Jewish public high school students' school-directed and

nonschool-directed aspirations are of major concern to this study.

The third area of research relates to their roles as leaders and

achievers and, therefore, representatives of the aspirations of their

non-Jewish peers.

Area III: Jewish Students as High Achieving Representatives
of Their Social-Class Peer Group

Coleman (8) in his 1957 study of high school social climates

expected middle- and upper-middle-class Jewish students to be high

scorers on academic aspirations no matter what the rest of the student

body did. His expectation was based on cultural stereotypes labeling

Jews as scholars because of their ethnic background (8, p. 293;

14, p. 13).
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Results from Executive Heights, a middle- to upper-middle-

class high school in his study, surprised him. The school population

contained 31 per cent Jewish students (8, p. 67). As expected,

many of these students were academic achievers and planned to go to

college (8, p. 281). Their chief aspirations, however, were not

academic, but were firmly centered in social and athletic skills.

These were school areas in which, for the most part, they were

leaders (8, p. 293).

Jewish students were over-represented in the school's

social elite groups (8, p. 245). These students aspired even more

to be popular, good-looking, athletic, and socially proficient (8,

p. 245). Coleman theorized that middle- and upper -middle-class

Jewish students identified with the values of their social-class peers

rather than with those of their ethnic group (8, p. 245).

Two areas of research will be explored in explaining Cole-

man's findings with regard to leadership and aspirations of Jewish

students. The first area is concerned with the role of middle- or

upper-middle-class Jewish students as achievers or leaders. The

second area of research describes the Jewish high school student's

identification with his nonJewish peers in preference to Jewish refer-

ence groups such as the family, synagogue, and subcultural ethnic

community.
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The two areas will be combined in delineating the Jewish

high school student's status position of leader in whatever is valued

by his social-class peers. This research paves the way for utilizing

the school-directed or nonschool-directed aspirations of Jewish high

school youth in the 1970's to indicate some aspects of the current

relationship between students and the public high schools.

The Role of Middle or Upper-Middle-Class Jewish
Students as Achievers or Leaders

There is a unique ethnic difference displayed by Jews. This

traditional Jewish difference is their ability to achieve and lead in

areas in which they are involved. This drive has been expressed

in a variety of ways throughout their long history. Of concern to

this paper is the influence of recent ancestors on today's Jewish

youth's position of leadership.

The Jewish population in America is made up mostly of

ancestors of offspring of Eastern European Jews who came over by

the thousands in the years between 1880 and 1920 (48, p. 364).

These Eastern European Jews like Jews before them were cut off from

the majority groups in Europe both socially and economically (5,

p. 37). As marginal men, they survived persecution, death purges,

and dislocation (5, p. 37). Traditionally they were achievers at

survival as an ethnic group.
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The Jewish marginal position, plus their combined religious

and secular value system, seems to be the common thread in the on-

going ethnic drive to be achievers. Jews survive in devastating

times and succeed rapidly and dramatically in good (48, p. 367).

Influence of Marginal Life Style of the Jewish People
on Ethnic Drive to Achieve

Throughout the time of their marginal position in the social

structure the isolated Eastern European Jews maintained their power-

ful tradition of communal life. They were isolated in segregated

post-Crusade communities known as shtetls (48, p. 364). In their

marginality, their common culture, heritage, language, values,

religion; and shared feelings of belonging flowered (5, p. 37).

Liberman (36, p. 36) describes how the Jewish code of

behavior produced a cohesive family unit as an integral part of the

religion. The family, community, and religion were bound into a

coherent and functioning unit aimed at survival. Values of self-

discipline, self-control, and delayed gratification were extoled as

virtues. They were inherent in Judaism's attempt to elevate man

above his environment which was denigrating and hostile (36, p. 36).

The Jewish habits of foresight, care, and moderation probably arose

early during the two thousand years that Jews lived primarily as

strangers among other peoples (36, p. 42).
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Though Jews were isolated in their shtetls, their cultural

commonalities as marginal men made them quasi-national. Reli-

gious education became an important way to maintain identity and

contact. Knowledge of the sacred book, the Torah, was mandatory.

It served as a portable fatherland in exile (48, p. 364). This semi-

quasi-national network of Jewish contacts helped in achievement of

survival in the old country and success in the new.

Slater (48, p. 368) describes how Jewish exclusion from

the majority way of life and from ownership of land meant a precarious

economic urban life in Europe. As marginal men, Jews developed

greater occupational versatility than did other minorities.

In fact, the restriction of Jewish occupational choice in

medieval and post-medieval Europe placed them in traditional roles of

traders, self-employed artisans, and scholars of the Torah (5, p. 68).

The European Jew was brought up in an atmosphere of commerce

which later fit nicely into the burgeoning industrialization of America.

This marginality that motivated Jews toward achievement in

survival followed them to America where it took different forms.

Kramer and Leventman in their book The Gilded Ghetto (33) describe

the varied guises marginality has worn for each succeeding generation

raised in America.
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In Kramer and Leventman's systematic analysis of the social

structure of an American Jewish community, they observed the influ-

ence of increased interaction with the majority community on the

marginal position of each generation (33, p. 32). Their manner of

delineating the generations, widely accepted by social scientists, will

be used in this research.

The first generation is made up of those Jews who came to

America from Europe. Their childrenwho are the first born in

America,are designated as the second generation. The third genera-

tion are their children. The fourth, their children, along with some

from the third generation, make up today's Jewish adolescent popula-

tion (33, p. 23).

The first generation, the immigrants, not only experienced,

but actively sought, social isolation. They wanted to live as Jews.

They found their fellow Jews in the corners of the large eastern and

midwestern cities. They recreated the familiar ghettoes of the

past in the urban slums of America (33, p. 6).

The contact of the first generation with the majority culture

was strictly through business. They perpetuated patterns of beha-

vior of Eastern Europe (33, p. 7). They were either self-employed

or worked for fellow Jews which permitted them to keep their orthodox

life style (33, p. 6). Kramer and Leventman report that social
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isolation of the first-generation immigrant Jew was the result not

the intent of the immigrant's desire to survive as Jews (33, p. 7).

Economic survival in an alien land was a familiar communal goal.

The secular influence of the dominant society was minimal.

The ghetto, as a complete--if narrow--social world, was so organized

that its traditional religious values permeated even the smallest detail

of existence (33, p. 7).

The second generation of American Jews experienced cultural

conflict and different feelings of marginality. Because the Jews were

predominantly urban the immigrant's children were exposed to the

world outside the ghetto and they began to seek the social rewards

afforded by acceptance in the general community (33, p. 9). The

traditional values of the ghetto were threatened.

If the tensions of the first generation were those of survival,

the tensions of the second were those of success. They were caught

between the Yiddish culture of the ghetto and the tantalizing prospects

of American life (33, p. 8).

The second generation encountered a high degree of anti-

semitism as they interacted directly with the majority culture. As

members of a denigrated marginal group, they were forced by dis-

criminatory acts into employment in those aspects of trade and com-

merce that were most risky and had the least prestige (33, p. 63).
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These jobs included retailing, garment industry, merchandising,

manufacturing, commercial speculation, entertainment, and wholesale

distributing. They also succeeded as self-employed artisans (33,

p. 63).

The marginality characteristics of second-generation Jews

generated intense striving for material success (33, p. 143). The

success was reached by traditional patterns of self-employment rooted

in the ethnic community. The second-generation Jewish businessman

was dependent on the patronage of the in-group and on the next of kin

to carry on his business after him (33, p. 63).

History repeated itself and Jews were still living a separate

social identity with protective insulation from the general community.

The majority group excluded Jews while at the same time the Jews

preferred the social bonds of shared birth. Jew and non-Jew were

clearly separated. There were still latent fears of outsiders by

Jews even though the out-group was eagerly courted in business (33,

pp. 239, 240).

Second-generation Jews, no matter how rich, were never

able to rise above their ethnic identity (33, p. 209). Their material

success, however, paved the way for further assimilation of their

children into the major community.
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The immigrant, working-class status of the first generation

with its strong goal to achieve in survival enabled its sons to direct

their achievement drives toward material success (33, p. 148). The

second generation advanced in class but not in status as they accumu-

lated wealth in nonprestigious jobs. They were then able to bestow

upon their sons economic security and such advantages as college

educations (33, p. 148).

This turned out a third generation of Jews whose marginal

position was less damaging, but still motivating. Kramer and Levent-

man carefully describe the changed behavior. These Jews felt more

accepted by nonJews in the community. There was less self-hatred

or embittered striving for membership in a nonJewish world to which

they belonged in a way their fathers never could (33, p, 143).

No longer concerned with survival and material success, they

were much more involved in cultivation of appropriate life styles.

Education and security combined to free them and interest them in

working on enjoyment of leisure and pursuit of the good, nonmaterial-

istic life. They looked with disdain on their fathers' twelve-hour

work day (33, p. 144).

Influenced by the changing social situation, the ethnic drive

for achievement, plus retained minority-group identity, merged to

produce redirected desires for success. Forty-three per cent of the
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Kramer and Leventman third-generation sample admitted that being

Jewish influenced them in striving for achievement, whether financial

or intellectual (33, p. 150).

Changes in impact of marginality resulted in changes in the

Jewish social and economic situation. There was occupational redis-

tribution on the part of the third generation. They competed and suc-

ceeded in getting jobs in traditionally nonJewish occupations which

gave them status in the outer group that their fathers couldn't

achieve (33, p. 150).

Kramer and Leventman suggest that the economic mobility

begun by the second generation was extended to their sons who suc-

ceeded in making their gains in occupational status (33, p. 150). The

third generation sought with determination the appropriate social

status and acceptance by the larger culture. Their marginal position

resulted in a drive for achievement which was centered on having social

lives based on something other than religious identity (33, p. 205).

Coleman (8) gives an example of the Jewish drive for

achievement redefined by the changing social situation. In Coleman's

book on the adolescent society (8), he noted that the third-generation

Jewish adolescent and young adult disturbed the older second-

generation Jew by their progressive, liberal, ostentatious values

(8, p. 297).
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He cites the case of the Jewish adolescent girl who, in her

desire for social acceptance by the majority culture, felt a strong

need for a cashmere sweater. Coleman said the sweater was not

merely a way to keep up with the others, but a way to establish visibly

a leading position in her peer community (8, p. 296).

Influence of Combined Religious and Secular Value System
on Role of Jewish Student as Achiever or Leader

Marginality of position, both socially and economically,

wasn't enough to cause the flexible, adaptive survival and success

skills of the Jewish people throughout their long history. The ability

of the Jew to achieve survival in Europe and success and status in

America was also caused by his uniquely combined religious and

secular value system.

Slater studied this functional duality (48). The attitude of

the market place was embedded in the culture. The typical mother's

day-dream in the shtetl folklore was to have her son a scholar and

also a clever businessman (48, p. 56). Although Judaism was an

isolated way of life,with mobility, achievement, and social interaction

limited to the shtetl, secular activities were always important (5,

p. 37).

Materialistic terms were used to express value even on a

sacred level. The Torah, Jewish law, was described as the best
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commodity (48, p. 367). There has traditionally been a tendency

in the Jewish culture to associate the possession of money with virtue

(48, p. 367).

The Jews in Europe had this value reinforced by their pre-

carious economic life. Slater quotes Zobrowski: "You never refuse

a job. . . . If you don't know how, then you learn by doing . . .

cutthroat competition and mutual aid dwell side by side. . . . The

best cobbler of all the tailors is Yankl the baker" (48, p. 368).

It was this combination, religion threaded heavily with secular activity,

rather than stress on scholarship or education, that strongly related

the Jewish life style to rapid achievement and mobility in America

(48, p. 155).

There were several traditional religious, secular cultural

patterns that influenced the ethnic drive to achieve in survival, suc-

cess, and eventually status. First, the old-culture Jew expected

that all life situations could be understood if perhaps not controlled.

Furthermore, secular learning as a means of this control was empha-

sized. Co-existing were expectations of assumption of personal

responsibility for acquiring the secular understandings plus responsi-

bility by the community for each individual member. Throughout the

process this dependable support allowed Jews to take economic risks

which worked well in America (47, p. 155).
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Second, the Jewish cultural pattern allowed separation of

family members for business and educational reasons. This fit in

with the mobile achiever's life style in an expanding America (47,

p. 155).

A man's first responsibility was his children so he was free

to move away from dependent extended kin. The responsibility to

immediate family was so strong that it was rare for an immigrant to

arrive without wife and children. This imposed a great burden of

duties on family heads and compelled them to work hard and long (48,

p. 166). At the same time the immigrant Jew knew the European

community would help with older relatives he left behind. The Jewish

family pattern of weaker ties to parents freed the individual (48,

p. 155).

In order to understand today's Jewish youth's achievement

pattern in terms of the combined religious and secular value system,

the myth of ethnic-based intellectual causality of success must be

explained.

The Jewish immigrants were unusually successful in America

but not because of ethnic stress on intellectual and academic pursuits.

Slater calls this explanation for their atypical mobility pattern the

scholarship theory (48, p. 360).
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It is true that sacred learning was of great importance in the

Jewish life style. Jewish people had long involvement with and

respect for written law. The role and status of the male, in fact, was

tied up with knowledge of sacred law (48, p. 361).

In the Eastern European shtetl no man could occupy a secular

position so low that it couldn't in part be redeemed by his religious

scholarship. This sacred knowledge gave him status when his mar-

ginal, discriminatory economic position gave him none (47, p. 152).

The question concerns how this pattern of learning fit in with

the conditions for achieving in America. Slater says that the sacred

learning, important in the shtetl, was not adaptable to the learning

necessary to succeed in the industrializing American society (48,

p. 366). Sacred studies instead of being transformed or secularized

in America were instead replaced or compartmentalized for the most

part (48, p. 366).

According to Slater, the cognitive maps of a shtetl resident

and of a second-generation American Jewish doctor are not even sub-

stantively related (48, p. 365). To support this theory Slater presents

contrasts between shtetl and western knowledge. Shtetl education was

ritualistic, with chanting and swaying over the Torah. Western learn-

ing is pragmatic and concerned with attaining information through dis-

cursive reasoning.
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Shtetl learning was conservative and nativistic. Western

knowledge is innovative and not separatist. Shtetl contemplation

was unrelated to technology, art, or science. Western intellectual-

ism is concerned with the natural and social environment. Shtetl

learning was not integrated with gainful employment. Western

education is usually most highly prized where it is most lucrative

(48, pp. 365, 366).

This last comparison is of particular interest when comparing

intellectualism in the old and new worlds. In the shtetl the truly

learned holy man was a hairsplitting dialectician who prided him-

self on being impractical. He was financially supported by his wife,

her family, or the community. In the shtetl, it was not prestigeful to

make a living from one's learning. Intellectualism through religion

was separated from earning a living (48, p. 366).

When these scholars came to America, they did not achieve

success in the secular world. Many of the steadfast religious scholars

were among the 46. 2 per cent of the Jews who remained lower class

in 1948 (48, p. 366). The upwardly mobile Jew had a higher, if not

exhaustive, commitment to secular norms (48, p. 366).

The myth of literacy of the European Jew as the cause of

success in America can be challenged further. Most immigrants spoke

only Yiddish and about 26 per cent were illiterate in the language of
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their motherland. Many more Jews were partially illiterate (48,

p. 367).

Until the late nineteenth century most of the shtetl grew up

in ignorance of a world beyond their community. The world was

commonly assumed to be just one shtetl after another (48, p. 367).

If it wasn't intellectual skills, what were the continuities

with the past which enabled Jews not only to survive in a strange

land, but even to outdo any other minority group in America in speed

and amount of mobility? What is this ethnic characteristic which still

motivates today's Jewish adolescent so that he is an achiever in what is

valued by his peers?

Slater sees it as a combination of factors. Their marginal,

urban existence provided Jews with diversified occupational skills.

A blending of secularized religious values promoted a drive for mater-

ial success along with ability to delay gratification in order to provide

for their children's future (48, p. 368). "It is not easy to evaluate

in the creation of a Jewish character strongly influenced by middle-

class habits, the relative influence of religion and that of occupations

followed for centuries--both influences worked in the same direction"

(21, p. 43).

The Jewish middle-class style of life led to success in

America. It was true that most Jewish Eastern European immigrants
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became laborers upon arrival in America just as their Italian, Irish,

Slavic, and Scandinavian compatriots. But unlike these groups,

their fathers before them had been merchants or artisans, and their

values were translated into the middle-class values of America (48,

p. 360).

The immigrants entered stigmatized and marginal occupa-

tions which turned out to be activities which were at the threshold of

greatest expansion inifhe United States (48, p. 368).

They founded the garment industry and were on the ground

floor of the amusement and liquor businesses. Their paramount

thrust for survival of their personal families and the Jewish group as

a whole merged with their appreciation of material wealth (48, p. 368).

Adaptive ability to succeed in America was not based on intel-

lectual traditions from the old country. Jews were commercial

leaders in manorial Europe and in the same way they led business in

America (48, p. 369). Economic success became the center of

the immigrants' ambitions. This became the yardstick with which

all values were measured (48, p. 371).

Professionalism, involving higher forms of education, appeared

as a valued way of succeeding only after commercial successes.

The commercial successes resulted from the Jewish immigrants'
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middle-class status as marginal men both in Europe and America

(48, pp. 371, 372).

The Jewish talent for success in business enabled the

second-generation families to save enough money to put at least one

child, usually a male, through graduate school (48, p. 368). The

Jewish pattern of college attendance reflects this change in feasibility

and necessity of this secular avenue for success in a society demand-

ing ever-increasing skills. "By 1908, Jews in higher education

exceeded their proportion in the population fourfold . . . and half a

century later, proportionately three times as many Jews were going

to college as non-Jews" (48, p. 366).

Jewish students were not often overachievers, however, in

the scholarly, academic careers or professions. The big differential

for Jews was not in intellectual proclivity but in involvement in what

Slater calls the free professions (48, p. 370).

Jewish academic achievers picked law, dentistry, medicine

or business. These pursuits led to money, leadership, and

independence (48, p. 370). The shtetl values were adapted to

twentieth-century America.

In recounting the Jewish aspirations and capacity for suc-

cess it is necessary to note that there is traditionally no ethnic value

for intellectuality or academia for its own sake. When it is courted,
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it is because it serves as a means to an end. The end has been

achievement in survival, in success, and for the third-generation

Jew, in status. Coleman's study (8) provides a good example of

the adaptation of the ethnic drive to achieve. The third-generation

adolescents he studied were no longer concerned with the need for

survival or as a marginal group with the need for economic success.

Their aspirations were directed at acquiring social acceptance and

status in the high school society (8). Coleman found that his Jewish

middle- and upper-middle-class sample aspired to achieve and were

leaders in what was valued by their non-Jewish peers. These aspira-

tions were social and athletic and not academic.

The Jewish High School Students' Primary Identification with
Non-Jewish Peers Instead of with Jewish Reference

Groups

This is the second area of research which is involved in

exploring the Jewish student's role as achiever or leader in what is

valued by his non-Jewish peers. This research is concerned with

the third-generation Jewish adolescents' preferred identity with non-

Jewish peers instead of with family, synagogue, or ethnic community.

Kramer and Leventman deduced from their study that Jewish

identity and aspirations have changed with each successive generation

born and raised in America (33, p. 141). As previously noted, the
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second-generation Jews were marginal and discriminated against.

This combined with their ethnically based drive for achieving enabled

them to build successful businesses rapidly and become highly repre-

sented members of lucrative professions such as medicine and law

(33, p. 123).

The achievement of this generation, however, rested on

economic rather than social advances. They were deprived of

rewards of social acceptance in the larger community because of

their minority-group status. There was a definite separation of

Jew from nonJew (33, p. 71).

The second generation stayed together in a gilded ghetto

where it received material and spiritual comforts (33, p. 17). The

third generation was able to desert the ghettoized social isolation for

the suburbs because of the reduced distance between Jew and nonJew.

This generation had acquired a respectable acceptable middle-class

American background which greatly eased the tensions of marginality

based on cultural differences.

Hans Sebald (45) describes a number of socio-cultural

forces that have led to this increased assimilation. There is no

longer ghetto living. The new ecological conditions where Jews and

non-Jews increasingly live next door to each other have blurred physical
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and psychological differences. Neighborhood and school peer cliques

and groups are ethnically mixed (45, p. 293).

Increased education and sophistication have produced an

often irreconcilable conflict between science and religion so that the

religious elements of Judaism lose significance (45, p. 296).

There has been a decline of anti-Semitism. Jewish adoles-

cents regard their identity as acceptable to the society at large.

They do not experience prejudice or discrimination. Jewish back -

ground is no longer an embarrassment for a Jewish youth. His

respectability has decreased his cause (45, p. 297).

There has also been a decline in endogamy. The ever-

increasing rate of intermarriage has led to more children being raised

outside the Jewish religion (45, p. 299).

For reasons such as these the third generation were socially

able to make the move, escape social visibility, and reject social life

and identity based solely on ethnic ties (33, p. 18). The communi-

ties these Jews chose to live in were not ethnic-, but status-based

communities in which there were more nonJews than Jews. As Jew-

ish suburbanites accepted the values of the status community, they

conformed in a way that rendered them indistinguishable from their

non-Jewish neighbors.
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The description of the third-generation Jew sets the stage

for the role of the contemporary Jewish adolescent as achieving

representative of his nonmewish peers. Kramer and Leventman (33)

describe the changes in the third-generation Jew. This Jew wanted

to be like everyone else. He strove to believe that he did not have to

vie unduly for success in an economic way. In fact, he was wary of

offending his well-adjusted neighbors by any display of aggressive

ambition. Like his neighbors he wanted comfort and security for him-

self and his family and time in which to enjoy the income he did earn.

He wanted to spend his money for leisure rather than spend it in

enlarging his income as an end in itself (33, p. 141).

The lowered economic ambitions as described by Kramer and

Leventman reflect the broader changes in values among the middle-

and upper-middle-class younger Americans in general. There is a

general climate of opinion favoring "peace of mind over success"

based on assumptions of having enough money without overworking

(33, p. 142).

The gap between the second and third generations as

described in Children of the Gilded Ghetto (33) represents today's

urban and suburban Jews. Many young Jews are less concerned with

achievement of accumulation of wealth than their parents. The

bewildered second-generation father wonders why his more educated
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children, offered every advantage, do not aspire to be rich (33,

p. 149).

The second-generation Jewish father sadly watches his

children take school and education lightly. He knows that education

is needed for many of the skilled jobs that lead to success in today's

world (33, p. 15).

The routine of school is expected to be the occupation and

pre o c cupation of life for those who are going to succeed (51, p. 99).

This Jewish generation seems to lack its fathers' drive for mobility.

Its choice of occupations is neither a result of economic necessity nor

an escape from a despised way of life. The third generation is the

first Jewish generation free to enter the occupational marketplace on

any level with sound economic support to back them or rescue them

(33, p. 16).

This is not to say that the ethnic drive to achieve and lead

has vanished. Sebald (45) writes that the effects of the socio-

cultural changes which have worked toward assimilation of the Jewish

minority have not yet completely erased ethnic uniqueness.

Bernard Rosen (41, p. 60) conducted a comparative study of

the achievement syndrome in Greeks, white Protestants, Jews,

Italians, French Canadians, and Negroes. He found that social class
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and ethnicity strongly interact in influencing motivation, values, and

aspirations.

Kramer and Leventman also found that the third -generation

Jews in their research werestrongly motivated to succeed in areas

important to them (33, p. 18). They aspired to acquire the social

refinements and subtleties which were rewarded--in the larger non-

Jewish community. Third-generation Jews assumed positions of

leadership in matters of social correctness, areas of good taste, and

in finding innovative ways to spend leisure time (33, p. 18).

Each generation of Jews has redefined its values in ways

relevant to its own life situation. The resolution of conflict has

been in the direction of greater acceptance of the dominant values.

The norms and values of today's Jewish adolescent have become simi-

lar, if not identical, with those of the rm-Jewish world (45, p. 297).

A. Duker (14, p. 14) tersely supports this observation when he

comments that Jews are becoming less Jewish.

Coleman's (8) study of the adolescent society reflects both

the similarities of the Jewish and nwn-Jewish adolescents and the

ethnic uniqueness of the Jewish youth. In his research the Jewish

adolescents were leaders in what was valued by their social-class

peers. They aspired to be proficient in social skills within the

school society and they were. Their aspirations were difficult for the
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occupationalized, specialized second-generation members of the

Jewish community to accept or to understand (33, p. 20). Their

children as organizational social joiners in the public school gain

their identity in ways foreign to their success-driven parents.

The second-generation Jewish parents value individual self-

determination along academic avenues leading to monetary success.

Their children's desire for leadership in being well-liked, popular,

and good looking does not speak to these goals.

Other research supports Coleman's (8) findings about Jew-

ish adolescents' preferred identification with social-class peers.

Asghar Fathi (17) studied seventy-five Jewish middle-class high

school boys in an American northwestern city in 1962. He found that

the tempo of acculturation and the influence of the dominant culture

was increasing with each generation of American Jews (17, p. 47).

He reported that parents and Jewish organizations were not so

important in the socialization of the Jewish adolescents as were their

peer groups. His subjects became receptive to the attitudes and

values held by the nonJewish teenagers with whom they had close rela-

tionships. Most children by the time they were in senior high school

had made the shift from family to peers as their important reference

group (17, pp. 46, 47).
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In 1972 Fathi (18) conducted a similar study of Canadian

Jewish youth. This study involved 274 middle-class Jewish boys and

girls between the ages of ten and nineteen. He f ound that

the new generation of Jews was significantly different from its parents.

The new generation was steadily moving in a direction away from the

Jewish way of life (18, p. 25).

The young people had fewer Jewish close friends than

did their parents. Their reference groups were more ncr-Jewish

than Jewish. Their attitudes and behavior were more nn-Jewish

than Jewish (18, p. 25).

Fathi carefully looked at changes found because of age differ-

ences in his sample. When he compared boys and girls fourteen years

of age and over with those under fourteen, he found that there was less

preference for Jewish norms in the latter group (18, p. 25).

In this study females were less Jewish in attitude than were

males (18, p. 27). Fathi did not think these findings were startling

because of the emphasis on male role dominance in the Jewish life

style.

Liberman (36, p. 35) in her study of the role of the Jewish

mother in children's aspirations observed that traditionally the head of

the house was the father (36, p. 35). She said that the child was

sent early to religious schoolwhich was male-dominated. There was
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no question of sexual competition at home or in the school (36, p. 35).

Coleman (8, p. 294) also found that the behavior of the

Jewish males was more in accord with the Jewish cultural tradition

than was that of Jewish girls.

In conclusion Fathi speculated that the ethnic identity of the

new generation of Jews in America was becoming increasingly diluted.

He foresaw a continuation of this process (18, p. 29).

William Chomsky (7, p. 16) observed that a considerable

proportion of the Jewish youth identify with their rn-Jewish contempo-

raries. He said that they may not completely reject their Jewish-

ness, but they regard it as peripheral and immaterial.

Jewish adolescents are assimilated to the degree that they

reflect social class rather than ethnic attitudes. At the same time,

their drive to achieve motivates them to positions of leadership.

Knowledge of their school-directed and nonschool-directed aspirations

is of importance in indicating the direction of aspirations of the student

body in general.
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CHA PT ER III

ANA LYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis of the

data collected. The first part will describe the Jewish boys' and

Jewish girls' school-directed or nonschool-directed aspirations as

determined by the 1972 questionnaire. Eight tables followed by

comments will be used to present the percentages of school-directed

or nonschool-directed responses according to the four indexes

described in Chapter I of this research paper.

The second part will compare Jewish and non-Jewish student

responses by use of the Chi-square test of independence.

The third part will discuss the analysis of these1972 data in

light of Coleman's (1) 1957 observations of high school students in a

similar type of school with a similar percentage of Jewish students.

Part I

Table I shows the scores made by forty Jewish high school

males on an "Aspirations to be Brilliant" Index. There is a contin-

uum of possible scores ranging from 0, the least aspiring, to 6, the

most aspiring, with regard to the brilliant student aspect of school-

83
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TABLE I

SCORES ON INDEX I, "ASPIRATIONS TO BE BRILLIANT
STUDENTS, " OF FORTY JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL

MA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00 9 22.50 22.50
1.00 5 12.50 35.00
2.00 16 40.00 75.00
3.00 5 12.50 87.50
4.00 5 12.50 100.00
5.00
6.00

Note: Questions for Index I found in Appendix A.

Mean score - 1.8000

Median score - 2.37
S.D. - 1.2850
Skewness - 0.2199
Kurtosis -- 1. 0833

directed versus nonschool-directed aspirations.

Seventy-five per cent of Jewish high school males' scores are

concentrated on the three lowest numbers of the scale. None of the

Jewish males' responses totaled to fit the two highest numbers of the

scale. The mean of this symmetrical distribution is one score lower

than might be expected if there were normal distribution of

responses around the central point of the scale.
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Table II shows the scores made by sixty Jewish high school

females on an "Aspirations to be Brilliant Students" Index. There

is a continuum of possible scores ranging from 0, the least aspiring,

TABLE II

SCORES ON INDEX I, "ASPIRATIONS TO BE BRILLIANT
STUDENTS," OF SIXTY JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL

FEMA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00 10 16.67 16.67
1.00 11 18.33 35.00
2.00 16 26.67 61.67
3.00 13 21.67 83.33
4.00 7 11.67 95.00
5.00 3 5.00 100.00
6.00

Note: Questions

Mean Score -
Median Score -
S. D. -
Skewness -
Kurtosis -

for Index I found in Appendix A.

2. 0833
1.56
1.4177
0. 5562

-1. 2064

to 6, the most aspiring with regard to this aspect of school-

directed versus nonschool-directed aspirations. Over 50 per cent

of the Jewish girls' scores are contained in the three lowest numbers

of the scale. Only the highest score, 6, is not represented by any
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response. The mean of this bell-shaped pattern of distribution is

one score lower than would be expected if the responses were distri-

buted normally around the central point of the scale.

Table III shows the scores made by forty Jewish high school

boys on an "Aspirations to Achieve as Members in Leading High

School Crowds" Index. For this table there is a continuum of possi-

ble scores ranging from 0, the least aspiring, to 11, the most

aspiring, with regard to achieving as leaders in traditional high

school crowds. Seventy per cent of Jewish male responses are found

on the four lowest numbers of the scale. No responses were made

for the top five numbers of the scale. The mean of this bell-shaped

distribution is two scores below the mean expected if there were a

normal distribution of responses around the central point of the scale.

Table IV shows the scores made by sixty Jewish high school

girls on an "Aspirations to Achieve as Members in Leading High

School Crowds" Index. For this table there is a continuum of possi-

ble scores ranging from 0, the least aspiring, to 10, the most aspir-

ing. Seventy-six per cent of the Jewish female responses are found

on the lowest five numbers of the scale. In this case the top three

numbers, indicating highest aspiration, have no responses recorded.

The mean of this bell-shaped distribution is also two scores below what
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TABLE III

SCORES ON INDEX II, "ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS
MEMBERS IN LEADING HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS,'"

OF FORTY JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL MALES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00 1 2.50 2.50
1.00 5 12.50 15.00
2.00 11 27.50 42.50
3.00 11 27.50 70.00
4.00 5 12.50 82.50
5.00 5 12.50 95.00
6.00 2 5.00 100.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10. 00
11.00

Note: Questions for Index II found in Appendix A .

Mean Score
Median Score
S.D.
Skewness
Kurtosis

- 2.9250
- 2.27
- 1.4569
- 0.8596
- -0.6465

would be expected if there were a normal distribution around the

central point of the scale.

Table V shows the scores made by forty Jewish high school

boys on an "Aspirations Directed toward School-centered Activities"

Index. Table V has a continuum of possible scores ranging from 0,
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TABLE IV

SCORES ON INDEX II, "ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS
MEMBERS IN LEADING HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS,T "

OF SIXTY JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL FEMA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00 9 15.00 15.00
1.00 6 10.00 25.00
2.00 8 13.33 38.33
3.00 12 20.00 58.33
4.00 11 18.33 76.67
5.00 11 18.33 95.00
6.00 2 3.33 98.33
7.00 1 1.67 100.00
8. 00

9.00
10. 00

Note: Questions for Index II found in Appendix A.

Mean Score - 2.9333
Median Score - 2.58

S.D. - 1.8491
Skewness --0.3559

Kurtosis - -1.4297

the least aspiring, to 15, the most aspiring. In this case, 70 per cent

of the Jewish male responses are located in the score categories 2

through 6. No responses are tabulated for the two lowest numbers of

the scale or for the top five numbers of the scale. The mean of this

symmetrical distribution is two scores lower than would be expected
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TABLE V

SCORES ON INDEX III, "ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD
SCHOOL-CENTERED ACTIVITIES," OF FORTY JEWISH

HIGH SCHOOL MA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00
1.00
2.00 5 12.50 12.50
3.00 1 2.50 15.00
4.00 7 17.50 32.50
5.00 7 17.50 50.00
6.00 9 22.50 72.50
7.00 7 17.50 90.00
8.00 1 2. 50 92.50
9.00 1 2.50 95.00

10.00 2 5.00 100.00
11.00
12. 00
13. 00
14. 00
15. 00

Note: Questions for Index III found in Appendix A.

Mean Score - 5.4000
Median Score - 5.0
S.D. - 2.0356
Skewness - 0.4731

Kurtosis -- 0. 4495

if there were a normal distribution of responses around the central

point of the scale.
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Table VI s h ow s the scores made by sixty Jewish high school

girls on an "Aspirations Directed toward School-centered Activities"

Index. Table VI* has a continuum of possible scores ranging from 0

TABLE VI

SCORES ON INDEX III, "ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD
SCHOOL-CENTERED ACTIVITIES," OF SIXTY JEWISH

HIGH SCHOOL FEMA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00
1.00 2 3.33 3.33
2.00 1 1.67 5.00
3.00 5 8.33 13.33
4.00 12 20.00 33.33
5.00 15 25.00 58.33
6.00 10 16.67 75.00
7.00 8 13.33 88.33
8.00 6 10.00 98.33
9.00

10.00 1 1.67 100.00
11.00
12. 00
13. 00
14. 00
15.00

Note: Questions for Index III found in A ppendix A .

Mean Score
Median Score
S.D.
Skewness
Kurtosis

- 5.2667
- 4.66
- 1.7933
- 0.0101
- 0.1361
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the least aspiring, to 15, the most aspiring. Seventy-five per cent

of the Jewish female responses are located in the score categories 1

through 6. There are no responses recorded for the lowest number

in the scale, for the score category 9, or for the top five numbers of

the scale. The mean of this bell-shaped curve is also two scores

lower than would be expected if there were a normal distribution of

responses around the central point of the scale.

Table VII shows the scores made by forty Jewish high school

boys on an "Aspirations toward Academic Careers and a College

Education" Index. Table VII has a continuum of possible scores

ranging from 0, the least aspiring, to 8, the most aspiring. Seventy

per cent of the Jewish males' responses are found in the score cate-

gories 2 through 5. No responses are recorded for the lowest two

scores or for the top score on the scale. The mean of this symmetri-

cal distribution is the same score as that which would be expected

from a normal distribution of responses around the central point of the

scale.

Table VIII shows the scores made by sixty Jewish high

school girls on an "Aspirations toward Academic Careers and a College

Education" Index. Table VIII has a continuum of possible scores

ranging from 0, the least aspiring, to 9, the most aspiring. Eighty

per cent of the responses of the Jewish females are found in the score
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TABLE VII

SCORES ON INDEX IV, "ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC
CAREERS AND A COLLEGE EDUCATION," OF FORTY

JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL MA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00
1.00
2.00 2 5.00 5.00
3.00 3 7.50 12.50
4.00 10 25.00 37.50
5.00 14 35.00 72.50
6.00 5 12.50 85.00
7.00 6 15.00 100.00
8.00

Note: Questions for Index IV found in Appendix A.

Mean Score - 4.8750
Median Score - 4.35
S.D. - 1.3241
Skewness -- 0.2681
Kurtosis -- 0. 4495

categories 2 through 5. No responses are found for the lowest two

scores or for the top score on the scale. The mean of this symme-

trical distribution is the same score as would be expected if there

were a normal distribution of responses around the mean point of the

scale.
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TA BLE VIII

SCORES ON INDEX IV, "ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC
CAREERS AND A COLLEGE EDUCATION," OF SIXTY

JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL FEMA LES

Raw Score Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage

0.00
1.00
2.00 8 13.33 13.33
3.00 9 15.00 28.33
4.00 18 30.00 58.33
5.00 14 23.33 81.67
6.00 7 11.67 93.33
7.00 3 5.00 98.33
8.00 1 1.67 100.00
9.00

Note: Questions for Index IV found in Appendix A.

Mean Score - 4.2667
Median Score - 3.72
S.D. - 1.4364
Skewness - 0.7929
Kurtosis -- 0. 4966

Part II

The Chi-square Test of Independence was used to compare

Jewish and rm-Jewish male, female, and total group responses to the

questions on the four indexes. The four indexes assess school-

directed versus nonschool-directed aspirations.
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Index I: Aspirations to be a Brilliant Student

Jewish Male Versus NonJewish Male

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 83, 2 X 5 Table,

.05 level, df = 4.

x -2 11. 18751 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table IX)

The x2 is significant at the . 02 level. There is a difference

in how the Jewish and no-Jewish male students responded to the ques-

tions directed at aspirations to be brilliant. In this sample the

bivariate frequency table suggests that the Jewish males have higher

aspirations with regard to these aspirations.

Jewish Female Versus Non-Jewish Female

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 117, 2 X 7 Table,

05 level, df = 5.

X2 = 3. 56909 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table X)

This result is not significant. These two groups do not differ

in their aspirations to be brilliant students.

Entire Jewish Sample Versus Entire Non-Jewish Sample

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 200, 2 X 7 Table,

05 level, df = 5.

x2 = 9. 86977 (See Appendix B, Chi-square Table XI)
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This result is not significant. The entire Jewish group

does not differ from the entire nonJewish groups in its aspirations

toward being brilliant students.

Index II: Aspirations to Achieve as Members in Leading
High School Crowds

Jewish Male Versus Ncn+Jewish Male

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 83, 2 X 6 Table,

05 level, df = 5.

x = 7.27317 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XII)

The result is not significant. These two groups do not

differ in their aspirations toward membership in leading high school

crowds.

Jewish Female Versus Ncn-Jewish Female

Chi-square Test of Independence, N 117, 2 X 7 Table,

.05 level, df = 6.

x2 = 9.86170 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XIII)

There is no significant difference between these groups

either with regard to responses about aspirations toward membership

in leading school crowds.
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Entire Jewish Sample Versus Entir e Ncn-Jewish Sample

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 200, 2 X 7 Table,

05 level, df = 6.

x2= 13. 06907 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XIV)

There is no significant difference in responses made between

the entire Jewish and non-Jewish samples.

Index III: Aspirations toward School-centered Activities

Jewish Male Versus Ncn-Jewish Male

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 83, 2 X 6 Table,

.05 level, df = 5.

x2= 5. 9942 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XV)

The x2 is not significant. These two groups do not differ

in their aspirations toward school-centered activities.

Jewish Female Versus Nin-Jewish Female

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 117, 2 X 7 Table,

. 05 level, df = 6.

x2= 12. 0712 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XVI)

These two groups do not differ significantly with regard to

this aspiration.
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Entire Jewish Sample Versus Entire Non-Jewish Sample

Chi-Square Test of Independence, N = 200, 2 X 6 Table,

.05 level, df = 5.

x2 = 10. 0246 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XVII)

The x2 is not significant. These two groups do not differ in

their aspirations toward school-centered activities.

Index IV: Aspirations toward Academic Careers and a College

Education

Jewish Male Versus Non-Jewish Male

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 83, 2 X 4 Table,

05 level, df = 3.

X2= 1. 0428 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XVIII)

There is no significant difference between groups with regard

to aspirations toward academic careers and a college education.

Jewish Female Versus Non-Jewish Female

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 117, 2 x 4 Table,

. 05 level, df = 3.

X2 = 7.5739 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XIX)

This result is not significant. These two groups do not differ

in aspirations toward academic careers and a college education.
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Entire Jewish Sample Versus Entire NonJewish Sample

Chi-square Test of Independence, N = 200, 2 x 6 Table,

. 05 level, df = 5.

x = 8. 1064 (see Appendix B, Chi-square Table XX)

There is no significant difference between the responses

of the Jewish and non-Jewish groups with regard to aspirations about

academic careers or a college education.

For the most part there is no significant differences between

Jewish and non-Jewish student responses indicating school-directed

or nonschool-directed aspirations. The Chi-square Test of Independ-

ence was significant in only one instance. Jewish males and rm-Jewish

males did not respond in the same way with regard to aspirations to be

brilliant. Jewish males appear to have higher aspirations toward

being brilliant students.

Part III

This part of the analysis of the data will discuss the 1972

findings in light of Coleman's (1) 1957 study of a similar public high

school population.

Index I: Jewish and NanJewish Students'
Aspirations to be Brilliant Students

In 1957 Coleman found that Jewish boys underachieved as

athletes and overachieved as scholars when compared with non-Jewish
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students (1, p. 273). They overachieved even more, however, as

members of the leading crowd, and as leading men. Their aspira-

tions were directed firmly away from the category of brilliant student

(1, p. 293).

The Jewish girls overachieved slightly as scholars when

compared with ncnJewish girls. They also overachieved more as

members of the leading crowds, as best dressed, and as popular with

the opposite sex (1, p. 293).

The Executive Heights elite group with over 50 per cent Jew-

ish membership overchose athletics and activities and underchose aca-

demics (1, p. 134). Less than 10 per cent of the males and 1 per cent

of the females wanted to be remembered as brilliant students (1, p.

245). Coleman found that elite aspirations and attitudes showed a

marked similarity from school to school and were highly representative

of the values of the student body at large (1, p. 134).

In the 1972 study the Jewish sample of males still have higher

aspirations to be brilliant than do their nonrJewish counterparts

(Appendix B, Table IX). It is of interest to note that 75 per cent of the

Jewish male responses are located on the three lowest numbers of a

seven-point aspiration scale. The mean of the responses is also one

score below that which might be expected if there were a normal dis-

tribution of responses around the central point of the scale (see

Table I, p. 84).
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The Jewish females in the 1972 study also showed a concen-

tration of responses on the lowest end of the aspiration scale (see

Table II, P. 85). Their responses are not significantly different

from those of the non-Jewish females (Appendix B, Table X).

The entire 1972 Jewish and ncn-Jewish groups also do not

differ significantly in their responses to aspirations about being

brilliant students (Appendix B, Table XI).

Index II: Jewish and Non-Jewish Student A spirations to Achieve
as Members in Leading High School Crowds

Coleman (1) in 1957 found that those who admitted wanting

to be in the leading crowds constituted more than a third of all who

were not in these crowds. "The ones who have settled the matter and

do not want in, are fewer in numbers than those who are not in but

want in" (1, p. 226).

Coleman also found that in every school most students recog-

nized the leading crowds, could say what it took to get in them, and

had some aspirations toward attaining membership (1, p. 36). In

1957 social success, rewards, and status rested, for the most part,

on membership in the leading crowds. In Executive Heights the

female activities leader had the highest prestige (1, p. 136). Nega-

tive self-evaluation of students arose with exclusion from c 1lub s. -

(1, p. 236). Coleman reported that adolescent activities and sources
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of success and status outside of the high school were restricted (1,

p. 305).

Coleman's Jewish sample overachieved in aspirations to

achieve as members of the leading high school crowds (1, p. 245).

In Executive Heights where Jews made up 30 per cent of the high school

population they made up over 50 per cent of the membership of the

leading crowd. Fifty-six per cent of the males and 62 per cent of the

females were Jewish in these elite groups (1, pp. 84, 245).

In the 1972 sample both the Jewish male and female response

scores are concentrated on the end of the scale denoting least aspira-

tions (see Tables III and IV, pp. 87-88 ). No responses are totaled

for the top five numbers of the scale for the Jewish male sample or

for the top three numbers for the Jewish female sample. The mean

for both male and female distributions is two scores below what would

be expected if there were a normal distribution of responses around the

central point of the scale.

Whereas Coleman (1) found significant differences with

regard to Jewish and mc-Jewish aspirations toward leading crowd

membership, the 1972 data show no such significant differences. The

Jewish and rm-Jewish male, female, and entire group responses do not

vary significantly from each other (see Appendix B, Tables XII,

XIII, and XIV).
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Index III: Jewish and Non-Jewish Aspirations toward School-

centered Activities

Coleman in his 1957 study found that the large majority of the

school population was school-oriented (1, p. 281). Students were

most definitely not unconcerned with school nor were they anti-school.

Social skills, participation in school activities, and the ability to make

good grades were talents widely distributed throughout the school popu-

lation (1, p. 283). Within the school system, social affairs, extra-

curricular activities, and athletics were highly valued activities in

which students could carry out positive actions on their own (1, p. 172).

The Executive Heights leading crowd with its high percentage

of Jewish membership was very much involved in the various things

surrounding the classroom such as activities, organizations, athletics,

and above all, social activities in and around the school (1, p. 281).

As a group the leading crowd overachieved in school-

related activities (1, p. 134). The Executive Heights elite girls,

62 per cent Jewish, overchose being a leader in school activities (1,

p. 136). The community itself held functions in school and after

school hours reinforcing the school adolescent social system by cluster-

ing social activities there (1, p. 185).

The 1972 data on Jewish male and female aspirations toward

school-centered activities show like responses. Both groups cluster
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at the lower end of the aspiration scale (see Tables V and VI,

pp. 89-90 ).

In this case the top five numbers of the continuum of possible

scores ranging from 0, least aspiring, to 15, most aspiring, are not

included in the distribution of responses. The mean for both samples

is two scores lower than would be expected if there were a normal

distribution of responses around the central point of the scale.

Jewish andnonJewish male, female, and entire groups show

no significant differences in their responses to aspirations toward

school-centered activities (see Appendix B, Tables XV, XVI, and

XVII).

Index IV: Jewish and Non-Jewish A spirations T oward A cademic

Careers and a College Education

Coleman reported that in Executive Heights public high

school the proportion going to college was far above that in any of the

other schools he studied (1, p. 116). This was especially true of

the Executive Heights females who had far greater aspirations toward

college than did the females from the other schools. Yet these same

Executive Heights girls studied little and had the least aspirations to

be known as brilliant (1, p. 269).

As for academic careers Coleman found that elite Executive

Heights males, 56 per cent Jewish, aspired toward an athletic future
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(1, p. 133). They were also as a group less willing than the rest of

the students to see themselves as engaging in intellectual activity

(1, p. 245).

The elite Executive Heights females, 62 per cent Jewish,

most wanted to be models (1, p. 28). This adolescent value system

gave little status to academic achievement. It existed in the face of

great individual student concern with college admission and with grades

needed to get accepted to the right college (1, p. 281).

Coleman explained this discrepancy. College-going was the

"thing to do" in this school (1, p. 269). The adolescent value system

of Executive Heights promoted a tendency to go to college. This was

not because the values emphasized scholastic achievement, but because

they emphasized college-going (1, p. 269).

In the 1972 data the Jewish male and female responses are

normally distributed around the central point of the scale. On a con-

tinuum scale of 0 to 9, 70 per cent of the male responses and 80 per

cent of the female responses are found in the score categories 2 through

5 (see Tables VII and VIII, pp. 92-93).

The Chi-square Test of Independence shows no differences in

responses toward academic careers and a college education among the

Jewish and non-Jewish male, female, and entire group samples (see

Appendix B, Tables XVIII, XIX, and XX).
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CHA PT ER IV

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Study

James Coleman conducted an extensive study of the social

climates of ten Illinois high schools in 1957. He found evidence of an

adolescent subculture that had shared patterns of interaction, values,

and aspirations. He reported that in all schools, athletic and social

skills were valued whereas academic achievement was devalued.

One of the sample schools, Executive Heights, located in a

middle-to-upper-middle-class neighborhood, had a large percentage of

Jewish students. Coleman expected to find these students academically

aspiring because of their ethnic history of intellectualism.

He found them overachieving as scholars, compared to the

non-Jewish students, but they had higher aspirations and achievements

in the athletic and social areas valued by their social class peers.

Jewish male and female students were over-represented in the elite

crowds and dominated positions of leadership in school-directed activi-

ties.

106
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Coleman concluded that Jew ish adolescent behavior was based

on social-class membership rather than on their religious background.

Jewish student behavior was highly representative of the general adoles-

cent subculture. It presented a description of the social climate of the

high school.

This study explored this aspect of Coleman's findings. A

public high school in a large urban Texas community was selected for

the research setting. The schools were alike in community size,

student characteristics, social-class background, and size of Jewish

population. Jewish adolescent school-directed and nonschool-

directed aspirations were analyzed in an attempt to determine if these

student leaders were still aspiring for status and self-esteem within

the public school setting.

Coleman had predicted that youth would withdraw from the

traditional rewards offered by the public school system if it did not

change to meet changing student needs. Increasing dropout rates and

patterns of activism followed by apathy in the fifteen-year span

since Coleman's study seemed indicative of student discontent.

Changes in Jewish student school-directed and nonschool-directed

aspirations were evaluated in order to get some indication of the

general adolescent involvement in the public school. This type of

school was used as a model for public school social climates because
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with increased educational and income levels more schools are

becoming like this one.

Related research dealt with three basic areas of concern to

this study. The first area probed the various discussions and writings

about the actual existence of an adolescent subculture along with

exploration of the dimensions of the adolescent value system. The

second area of related research dealt with the changing role of the

public high school as a reference setting for the adolescent subculture.

Included in this was the students' role and their important contribution

to the social climate found in the school.

The third area of research centered on the Jewish high school

student group in particular because of the special part they play in the

adolescent society. Research demonstrated the Jewish students'

role as leader and achiever in whatever is valued by their social-class

peers.

In order to make the analysis of school-directed and

nonschool-directed aspirations of the Jewish adolescents, Coleman's

1957 questionnaire was administered to all the students present on a

usual day in the Texas high school. The only questions changed were

those with outdated vocabulary. Song titles, occupations, and similar

categories were updated with care so that intent of the questions would

remain the same.
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Items from Coleman's questionnaire were selected and

grouped into indexes according to four dimensions of school-directed

aspirations: aspirations to be a brilliant student; aspirations to

achieve as members in leading high school crowds; aspirations toward

school-centered activities; and aspirations toward academic careers

and a college education (see Appendix A). Coleman's findings and

observations in 1957 were used to develop scales measuring degree of

aspiration according to response pattern to these four indexes. Each

item used was coded according to whether it was school-directed or

nonschool-directed.

A random sample of one hundred Jewish and one hundred non-

Jewish questionnaires were pulled from the total population and the

student's school-directed responses to each index were totaled.

The Jewish boys' and girls' school-directed aspirations were

presented by percentage tables presenting a continuum of possible

scores for each index with percentage of responses for each score

(see tables, Chapter III). A comparison of Jewish and non-Jewish

student responses was made by use of the Chi-square Test of Inde-

pendence. This statistic indicated similarities and differences in

school-directed and nonschool-directed aspirations between Jewish and

non-Jewish students (see Appendix B). The data collected in this

research were then compared in a general way to Coleman's 1957 find-

ings.
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Discussion of Findings

Index I: Aspirations to be Brilliant Students

The Jewish male students definitely cluster on the low end

of the aspiration scale. Despite this, they have significantly higher

aspirations to be brilliant than do the non-Jewish males. Coleman

(3) in 1957 spoke of the Jewish male student response as a slightly

overachieving one in this area of his research. This would not appear

to be the case in 1972. It would be difficult to interpret a modal

score of 2 and a mean of 1. 8 on a scale ranging from 0, least aspira-

tions, to 6, highest aspirations, as an example of an overachieving

level of aspiration.

The Jewish females present a similar picture, but their

responses do not differ from their non-Jewish counterparts. The

entire Jewish and non-Jewish sample groups also do not differ in

responses toward aspirations to be brilliant. The Jewish male

student, though higher in aspiration than the non-Jewish male, does not

present even an average degree of aspirations toward brilliance.

Index II: Aspirations to Achieve as Members in Leading

High School Crowds

Jewish male, female, and entire sample groups do not differ

from their nonJewish counterparts in their responses to this
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aspiration. Jewish student responses, as representative of the

responses of the rest of the student body, are concentrated on the low

end of the continuum of scores. They do not appear to aspire to

achieve as members in leading high school crowds. This means that

the rest of the student body does not either.

Index III: Aspirations Directed toward School-centered

A ctivitie s

Again there are no differences in response pattern of all the

Jewish and non-Jewish groups compared. The Jewish males' and

females' responses are definitely on the low end of the aspiration scale.

The scores on the top end of the scale are not even represented in the

frequency distribution. This would indicate that members of the

adolescent subculture in the public school in 1972, 1973, unlike Cole-

man's sample, do not aspire toward school-centered activities.

Index IV: Aspirations toward Academic Careers and a

College Education

The Jewish and non-Jewish male, female, and entire sample

groups respond in a similar fashion to aspirations toward academic

careers and a college education. It is of interest to observe that the

Jewish males' responses are distributed so that they have average

rather than low aspirations in this area. The Jewish females, for the

most part, follow suit. This indicates that though the Jewish group
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do not overachieve as they did in Coleman's study, they still have

average aspirations toward academic careers and a college education.

This is the only dimension of school-directed and nonschool-directed

aspirations in which there is some degree of positive - r es p o n s e .

This supports the research mentioned in Chapter II by

Warshaw (5) in which he reported public high school students saying

that they hoped they could simply survive high school so that they could

go on to college where they expected the real search for truth and know-

ledge to begin.

In answer to the questions formulated to analyze Jewish high

school students' school-directed and nonschool-directed aspirations,

the answer is that these students do not have school-directed aspira-

tions with the exception of those directed toward academic careers

and a college education. It may be concluded that the adolescent sub-

culture, both Jewish and nn-Jewish, is for the most part not school-

directed in aspirations.

Implications

These findings, which support Coleman's prediction of

decreasing involvement of students with the public schools attest to the

need for changes in curriculum, in extra-curricular activities, and

in the school system itself. There are five approaches to making

needed changes in the schools.
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First, school districts need to increase involvement and

sharing of real power with teachers, students, and parents. Cawelti

(2, p. 18) suggests leadership training clinics for students with adult

community business, political, and professional leaders as teachers.

Anrig (1) asks for new decision-making responsibilities in education

in order to change the passive student role to one of action. An

example of this would be in the area of compulsory attendance. It is

suggested that students be given the responsibility for their attendance

in order to increase their power and self-determinism. Coleman (4,

p. 436) feels that as students are given responsibilities they will

become more responsible. Decision making by students could lead

to increased involvement in the school environment.

Second, there is the necessity of introducing alternative

styles and types of teaching. Included in this would be the self-

directed or independent study method as well as increasing availability

of non-intellectual learning. Coleman (4, p. 433) appeals for system

change rather than individual change. He wants to introduce super-

ordinate goals directed at academic and cultural values. He advocates

scholastic competition between schools similar to athletic competition.

He would have interscholastic and intermural competition through such

activities as scholastic fairs, poetry contests, intellectual games.

This would lead to academic competition between schools, not students,
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which might benefit the whole society and bring the students back in an

active way to the schools.

Coleman (4, p. 435) also suggests a pattern of multi-track

teaching with the time of each student divided into different aspects

of education so that all students would learn a necessary diversity of

skills. These skills include

1. Intellectual skills, the kinds of things that schooling
at its best teaches.

2. Skills of some occupation that may be filled by a
secondary school graduate, so that every 18-year-
old would be accredited in some occupation, whether
he continued in school or not.

3. Decision-making skills: that is, those skills of
making decisions in complex situations where conse-
quences follow from the decisions.

4. General physical and mechanical skills: skills allow-
ing the young person to deal with physical and mechani-
cal problems he will confront outside work, in the home
or elsewhere.

5. Bureaucratic and organizational skills: how to cope
with a bureaucratic organization, as an employee,
or a customer, or a client, or a manager, or an
entrepreneur.

6. Skills in the care of dependent persons: skill in
caring for children, old persons, and sick persons.

7. Emergency skills: how to act in an emergency,
or an unfamiliar situation, in sufficient time to
deal with the emergency.

8. Verbal communication skills in argumentation and
debate (4, p. 436).

Third, there is the need for broader communication between

schools and community in the education of youth. Schools should not

be expected to teach all the skills needed by students in a changing
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world. Instead, the community should increase in importance the

overall education of its adolescents. Coleman (4, p. 437) wants

active involvement by the occupational and economic institutions of

society. He would break open the walls around the economic institu-

tions from factories to hospitals and give these institutions explicit

roles in the educational process. Work experiences for adolescents

would be designed for learning as well as for productive efficiency.

Anrig (1) asks for student social workers, ecology planners, and

store-front schools in order to get the students where the action is.

The schools would contribute to the education of youth by

doing what they are prepared to do. They would teach intellectual con-

c e pt s, by giving information along with the intellectual tools such as

literacy skills and knowledge of basic mathematics.

Fourth, if schools are to meet needs of today's students

there needs to be greater relevancy in what the students are asked to

learn. Cawelti (2) challenges schools' lack of relevance to students'

interests and needs. Some ways that school experiences can be

relevant are in helping students understand world affairs, in helping

them express themselves in writing and speaking, in he lping them

understand their government, in helping them prepare for marriage,

and for a vocation or college, and in helping them to learn to get along

with people of different races, religions, and life styles. Schools
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can tap relevant areas best by communicating directly with students

and responding to their expressed needs.

Fifth, schools of education need to change if they are to pro-

duce teachers able to handle a changing educational system. There

should be ways to recruit, educate, and screen more effectively those

who enter the educational profession. This group would include

school administrators, particularly principals, and hopefully members

of local school boards.

If students are to be school-directed, they need more oppor-

tunities for action and self-determination. They need relevant learn-

ing experiences with capable teachers. They need direct contact and

involvement with the community and the opportunity to develop a variety

of skills during the education process.

Recommendations

The findings of this study suggest some possibilities for

future study in this area of Jewish student school-directed and

nonschool-directed aspirations.

1. Investigate what aspects of school life the Jewish student

does find positive. Pinpoint the areas that are negative. Concise

knowledge of likes and dislikes in the school situation is needed in

order to implement effective change.
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2. Examine the difference in brilliant student response

between the Jewish and non-Jewish males since Jewish students in

their role as leaders may be indicating some change in attitude toward

scholarship.

3. Ascertain where the Jewish adolescent goes for status

and self-esteem since it is no longer acquired within the public

school setting. This information is also necessary before changes

within the school system can be effective.

4. Compare Jewish public and private high school students

to determine whether their school-directed aspirations vary according

to the type of school system they are enrolled in.
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A PPENDIX A

INDEX QUESTIONS



INDEX I

ASPIRATIONS TO BE BRILLIANT STUDENTS

Coding: S.D. (School-directed) = 1 point each

N.S.D. (Nonschool-directed) = 0 points each

Scale: 0 to 6

8. What program are you taking in school?

1 ( ) not yet decided N.S.D. 0
2 ( ) vocational N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) commercial N.S.D. 0
4 ( ) general N.S.D. 0
5 ( ) college preparatory S.D. 1
6 ( ) other (What? ) N.S. . 0

15. How much time, on the average, do you spend doing homework
outside school?

1 ( ) none, or almost none N.S.D. 0
2 ( ) less than 1/2 hour a day N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) about 1/2 hour a day N.S.D. 0
4 ( ) about Ilhour a day N.S.D. 0
5 ( ) about 1-1/2 hours a day N.S.D. 0
6 ( ) about Zhours a day S.D. 1
7 ( ) 3or more hours a day S.S . 1
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16. Suppose you had an extra hour in school and could either take
some course of your own choosing, or use it for athletics or some
other activity, or use it for study hall. How would you use it?
(Check one)

1 ( )
2 ( )

3 ( )
4 ( )
5 ( )

course S.D.
athletics N.S.D.
club or activity N.S.D.
study hall, to study S. D.
study hall, to do something else N.S.D.

1
0
0
1
0

26- Different people strive for different things.
29 things that you have probably thought about.

strive for during your high school days, just
of these?
(Rank from 1 to 4 -- 1 most important)

26
27

28
29

)
)

)

)

pleasing my parents N.S.
learning as much as possible
in school S.D.
living up to my religious ideals N.S.
being accepted and liked by
other students N.S.

Here are some
Among the things you

how important is each

D. 0

1
D. 0

D. 0

32. Suppose you had a chance to go out with either a cheerleader, or
a girl who is the best student in class, or the best looking girl in
class. Which one would you rather go out with?

1 ( ) cheerleader
2 ( ) best student
3 ( ) best looking

N.S.D.
S. D.
N.S.D.

0
1
0

34. If you could be remembered here at school for one
things below, which one would you want it to be?

1
2
3

( ) brilliant student
( ) athletic star

) most popular

S. D.
N.S.D.
N.S.D.

of the three

1
0
0



INDEX II

ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS MEMBERS IN LEADING

HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS

Coding: S. D. (School-directed) = 1 point each

N.S.D. (Nonschool-directed) = 0 points each

Scale: 11 points for males

10 points for females

10. Did you go out for any clubs or activities in school as
(female)

1 ( ) yes
2 ( ) no

S.D.
N.S.D.

a freshman?

1
0

16. Suppose you had an extra hour in school and could either take some
course of you own choosing, or use it for athletics or some other
activity, or use it for study hall. How would you use it?
(Check one)

1
2
3
4
5

(
(

(
(
(

) course N.S.D.
athletics S.D.
club or activity S.D.
study hall, to study N.S.D.
study hall, to do something else N.S.D.

0
1
1
0
0

10. Did you go out for football this fall? (male)

) yes
no

S.D.
N.S.D.

1
0

123
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11. Are you going out for basketball this year? (male extra)

1 ( ) yes S.D. 1
2 ( ) no N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) undecided N.S.D. 0

Among the items below, what does it take to get to
and looked up to by the other boys here at school?
(Rank from 1 to 6 -- 1 most important)

be important

(male)

)
)

)
)
)
)

coming from the right family
leader in activities (1 or 2)
having a nice car
high grades, honor roll
being an athletic star
being in the leading crowd
(1 or 2)

N. S.D.
S.D.
N. S.D.
N. S.D.
S. D.

S. D.

0
1
0
0
1

1

73- Which of these items is most important in making a fellow popular
78 with the girls around here? That is, among the girls who really

rate, which of these things count most? (male)
(Rank from 1 to 6)

)
)

)
)

coming from the right family
leader in activities (1 or 2)
having a nice car
high grades, honor roll
being an athletic star
being in the leading crowd
(1 or 2)

N. S.D.
S.D.
N. S.D.
N. S.D.
N. S.D.

S.D.

0
1
0
0
0

1

67- Among the items below, what does it take to get to
72 and looked up to by the other girls here at school?

(Rank from 1 to 6 -- 1 most important)

)
)
)

)
)

)

coming from the right family
leader in activities (1 or 2)
clothes
high grades, honor roll
being cheerleader
being in the leading crowd
(1 or 2)

N.S. D.

S. D.
N.S.D.
N. S.D.

N.S.D.

be important
(female)

0
1
0
0
0

S. D.

67-
72

67
68
69
70
71
72

(
(
(

(
(
(

73
74

75
76
77
78

(
(
(
(
(
(

67
68
69
70
71
72

(
(
(
(
(
(

I
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Which of these items is most important in making a girl popular
with the boys around here? That is, among the boys who really
rate, which of these things count most? (female)

(Rank from 1 to 6--1 most important)

(
(

(

)
)
)
)
)
)

coming from the right family
leader in activities (1 or 2)
clothes
high grades, honor roll
being cheerleader
being in the leading crowd
(1 or 2)

N.S.D.
S. D.
N. S.D.
N.S.D.
N. S.D.

S. D.

0
1
0
0
0

1

54 Suppose the figure below represented the activities that go on here
at school. How far out from the center of things are you?
(Place a check where you think you are. )

5
4
3
2

2
3
4
5

1 S.D.
2 S.D.
3 N.S.D.
4 N.S.D.
5 N.S.D.

55 Now, in the f igure below, place a check where you would like
to be.

5
4
3
2

5432135 2

1 S.D.
2 S.D.
3 N.S.D.
4 N.S.D.
5 N.S.D.

2
3
4
5

56 Would you say you are a part of the leading crowd?

1 ( ) yes
2 ( ) no

73-
78

73
74
75
76
77
78

1
2
0
0
0

1
1

0
0
0
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57 If no: Would you like to be part of the leading crowd?

1 ( ) yes
2 ( ) no
3 ( ) don't care



INDEX III

ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD SCHOOL-CENTERED

A CTIVIT IES

Coding: S.D. (School-directed) = 1 point each

N. S.D. (Nonschool-directed) = 0 points each

Scale: Oto 15

12. If school were not compulsory, and it were completely up to you,
would you . ..

1 ( ) stay in school until graduation S. D. 1
2 ( ) leave school before graduation N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) don't know N.S.D. 0

Different people strive for different things.
things that you have probably thought about.
you strive for during your high school days,
is each of these?
(Rank from 1 to 4)

Here are some
Among the things

just how important

pleasing my parents
learning as much as possible
in school (1 or 2)
living up to my religious ideals
being accepted and liked by
other students (1 or 2)

127

26-
29

)
)

)

)

26
27

28
29

N.S.D.

S. D.
N.S.D.

S. D.

0

1
0

1
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30- Now rank the following four items in terms of their importance
33 for you:

(Rank from 1 to 4 - 1 most important)

30 ( ) groups and activities outside
school

31 ( ) activities associated with
school (if 1)

32 ( ) having a good time
33 ( ) a good reputation

No S.D.

S. D.
No S. Do
N.S.Do

0

1
0
0

54. Suppose the figure below represented the activities that
the school. How far out from the center of things are
(Place a check where you think you are. )

5
4

3
2

5 4 3 2 1234 5

1
2
3
4
5

S.D.
S.D.

N.S.D.
N.S.D.
N. S.D.

go on at
you?

1
2
0
0
0

2
3
4

5

55. Now, in the figure below, place a check where you would like to be.

5
4
3
2

543212345
2
3
4
5

1 S.D.
2 S.D.
3 N.SoD.
4 N.S.D.
5 N.S.D.

1
1
0
0
0
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36. Suppose school was dismissed an hour early one day for a pep
rally down at the athletic field, and the principal urged everyone
to go to the rally, although it wasn't compulsory. On the way
some of your friends asked you to go riding instead of to the pep
rally. What do you think you would do?

1 ( ) definitely go to the rally S. D. 1
2 ( ) probably go to the rally S. D. 1
3 ( ) probably go with friends N.S. D. 0
4 ( ) definitely go with friends N.S. D. 0

43- Which of the items below fit most of the girls here at school?
51 (Check as many as apply)

43 ( ) friendly N. S. D. 0
44 ( ) catty N. S. D. 0
45 ( ) hard to get to know N.S. D. 0
46 ( ) mad about clothes N. S. D. 0
47 ( ) active around school S. D. 1
48 ( ) boy-crazy N.S.D. 0
49 ( ) studious S.D. 1
50 ( ) out for a good time N.S.D. 0
51 ( ) snobbish to girls outside

their group N.S.D. 0

52- Which of the items below fit most of the boys here at school?

60 (Check as many as apply)

52 ( ) friendly N.S.D. 0
53 ( ) disinterested in school N.S.D. 0
54 ( ) hard to get to know N.S.D. 0
55 ( ) crazy about cars N.S.D. 0
56 ( ) active around school S.D. 1
57 ( ) girl-crazy N.S.D. 0
58 ( ) studious S.D. 1
59 ( ) out for a good time N.S.D. 0

60 ( ) sports -minded S.D. 1
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8- Do you agree or disagree that . .

15 Agree Disagree
8 ( ) ( ) The real qualities

of a person come
out in the group. N.S.D. 0

9 ( ) ( ) IfI could trade, I
would be someone
different from
myself. N.S.D. 0

10 ( ) ( ) Ienjoy social
gatherings just to
be with people. N.S.D. 0

11 ( ) ( ) Iam often not able
to keep up with the
rest. (if disagree
checked) S.D. 1

12 ( ) ( ) There are a few
who control things
in this school,
and the rest of us
are out in the
cold. (if disagree
checked) S.D. 1

13 ( ) ( ) Iam not doing so
well at school.
(if disagree
checked) S.D. 1

14 ( ) ( ) If a fellow wants
to be part of the
leading crowd
around here, he
sometimes has to
go against his
princ iples. N.S.D. 0

15 ( ) ( ) I often find myself
day-dreaming. N.S.D. 0



INDEX IV

ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC CAREERS AND A

COLLEGE EDUCATION

Coding: S.D. (School-directed) = 1 point each

N. S.D. (Nonschool-directed) = 0 points each

Scale: 0 to 8 points for males

0 to 9 points for females

9. What subject do you like best in school? (males)
(Check only the one you like best)

1 ( ) science courses (physics, bio- S.D. 1

logy, etc.)
2 ( ) mathematics courses

(geometry, etc.) S. D. 1
3 ( ) social science (civics,

history, etc. ) S. D. 1

4 ( ) English (including speech) S. D. 1
5 ( ) shop or vocational courses N. S. D. 0
6 ( ) physical education S. D. 0
7 ( ) foreign languages S.D. 1
8 ( ) mus ic S. D. 1
9 ( ) art S.D. 1

8. What program are you taking in school?

1 ( ) not yet decided N. S. D. 0
2 ( ) vocational N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) commercial N.S. D 0
4 ( ) general N.S. D. 0
5 ( ) college preparatory S.D. 1
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9. What subject do you like best in school? (females)
(Check only the one you like best)

1 ( ) science courses (physics,
biology, etc.) S.D. 1

2 ( ) mathematics courses
(geometry, etc. ) S.D. 1

3 ( ) social science (civics,
history, etc. ) S.D. 1

4 ( ) English (including speech) S.D. 1
5 ( ) home economics N.S.D. 0
6 ( ) physical education S.D. 1
7 ( ) foreign languages S.D. 1
8 ( ) music S.D. 1
9 ( ) art S.D. 1

78. Of the following occupations which is the most desirable for a
woman?

1 ( ) housewife N.S.D. 0
2 ( ) singer or musician N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) doctor S.D. 1
4 ( ) lawyer S.D. 1
5 ( ) member of a commune N.S.D. 0

72. If you could be any of these things you wanted, which would you
want to be most? (females)
(Check one)

1 ( ) actress or artist N.S.D. 0
2 ( ) nurse S.D. 1
3 ( ) model N.S.D. 0
4 ( ) schoolteacher S.D. 1
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72. If you could be any of these things you wanted, which would you
most want to be? (males)

(Check one)

1 ( ) jet pilot N.S. D. 0
2 ( ) nationally famous athlete N. S. D. 0
3 ( ) missionary S. D. 1
4 ( ) atomic scientist S. D. 1

78. Of the following occupations, which is most desirable for a man?
(males)

1 ( ) member of a commune N.S. D. 0
2 ( ) singer or musician N.S. D. 1
3 ( ) college professor S. D. 1
4 ( ) auto mechanic N.S. D. 0

9. What would you like to do when you finish your schooling? (females,
extra question)

1 ( ) marry soon after school N.S. D. 0
2 ( ) work for a while, then marry N.S. D. 0
3 ( ) have a career without marriage S. D. 1
4 ( ) marry and follow a career S. D. 1
5 ( ) undecided N.S. D. 0

20. Are you planning to go to college after high school?

1 ( ) yes S.D. 1
2 ( ) no N.S.D. 0
3 ( ) undecided N. S. D. 0

25. What will you study in college? (males)

1 ( ) undecided N.S. D. 0
2 ( ) a liberal arts program S.D. 1
3 ( ) a science program S.D. 1
4 ( ) a business program S.D. 1
5 ( ) engineering S.D. 1
6 ( ) agriculture S.D. 1
7 ( ) pre-medicine, pre-dentistry,

pre -law S.D. 1
8 ( ) education S.D. 1
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21- Looking forward to your years in college, how important do you
24 think each of the following will be to you?

(Rank from 1 to 4)

21 ( ) the stimulation of new ideas
(1 or 2) S.D. 1

22 ( ) preparation for making a
living (1 or 2) S.D. 1

23 ( ) campus activities and social
life N.S.D. 0

24 ( ) new friends who share my
interests N.S.D. 0

25. What will you study in college? (females)

1 ( ) undecided N.S.D. 0
2 ( ) a liberal arts program S.D. 1
3 ( ) a science program S.D. 1
4 ( ) a business program S.D. 1
5 ( ) nursing S.D. 1
6 ( ) home economics S.D. 1
7 ( ) pre-medicine, pre-dentistry,

pre -law S.D. 1
8 ( ) education S.D. 1



APPENDIX B

CHI-SQUARE TABLES



TAB LE IX

ASPIRATIONS TO BE A BRILLIANT STUDENT,
MALE VERSUS NONJEWISH MALE

JEWISH

0 1 2 3 4 Total

Jewish 9.00 5.00 16.00 5.00 5.00 40.00

NonJewish 7.00 18.00 11.00 6.00 1.00 43.00

Total 16. 00 23.00 27.00 11.00 6.00 83.00

2
x = 11.18751, df = 4, p = 0. 0251

TABLE X

ASPIRATIONS TO BE A BRILLIANT STUDENT, JEWISH
FEMALE VERSUS NONJEWISH FEMALE

0 1 2 3 4 5 & 6 T otal

Jewish 10.00 11.00 16. 00 13.00 7. 00 3.00 60. 00

NonJewish 10.00 13.00 13.00 11.00 7.00 3.00 57.00

Total 20.00 24.00 29.00 24.00 14.00 6.00 117.00

= 3. 56909, df = 5, p = .7346

136

2
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TA B LE XI

ASPIRATIONS TO BE A BRILLIANT STUDENT, ENTIRE
JEWISH GROUP VERSUS ENTIRE NON-JEWISH GROUP

0 1 2 3 4 5,6 T otal

Jewish 19.00 16.00 32.00 18.00 12.00 3.00 100.00

NonJewish 17.00 31.00 24.00 17.00 8.00 3.00 100.00

Total 36.00 47.00 56.00 35.00 20.00 6.00 200.00

X2= 9.86977, df = 5, p = 0.1315

TA BLE XII

ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS MEMBERS IN LEADING
HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS, JEWISH MALE VERSUS

NON-JEWISH MALE

0,1 2 3 4 5 6,7 Total

Jewish 6.00 11.00 11.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 40.00

NonJewish 10.00 7.00 9.00 6.00 3.00 8.00 43.00

Total 16.00 18.00 20.00 11.00 8.00 10.00 83.00

L M

2 = 7.27317, df = 5, p = 0.4014
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TA B LE XIII

ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS MEMBERS IN LEADING
HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS, JEWISH FEMA LE VERSUS

NON-JEWISH FEMALE

0 1 2 3 4 5 6,7 Total

Jewish 9.00 6.00 8. 00 12.00 11.00 11.00 2. 00 60.00

NonJewish 2.00 4.00 5.00 10.00 14. 00 12.00 6. 00 57.00

Total 11.00 10.00 13.00 22. 00 25. 00 23. 00 8. 00 117.00

X2= 9.86170, df = 6, p = 0. 1979

TABLE XIV

ASPIRATIONS TO ACHIEVE AS MEMBERS IN LEADING
HIGH SCHOOL CROWDS, ENTIRE JEWISH GROUP

VERSUS ENTIRE NONJEWISH GROUP

0 1 2 3 4 5 6,7 Total

Jewish 10.00 11.00 19. 00 23. 00 16.00 16.00 5.00 100.00

NonJewish 4.00 12. 00 12.00 19.00 20. 00 15. 00 18.00 100.00

Total 14.00 23.00 31.00 42. 00 36. 00 31. 00 23.00 200.00

X2 13.06907, df = 6, p = 0. 0717
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TABLE XV

ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD SCHOOL-CENTERED
ACTIVITIES, JEWISH MALE VERSUS NON-JEWISH MALE

0,1, 3 4 5 6 7,8, Total
2 9,10

Jewish 6.00 7.00 7.00 9.00 7.00 4.00 40.00

NonJewish 11.00 3.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 9.00 43.00

Total 17.00 10.00 15.00 17.00 11.00 13.00 83.00

x= 5.9942, df = 5, p = .1214

TABLE XVI

ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD SCHOOL-CENTERED
ACTIVITIES, JEWISH FEMALE VERSUS NON-JEWISH

FEMALE

0,1, 3 4 5 6 7 8,9, Total
2 10

Jewish 8. 00 12. 00 15. 00 10. 00 8.00 6.00 1.00 60.00

NonJewish 7.00 5.00 6. 00 13.00 14.00 6.00 6.00 57.00

Total 15.00 17.00 21.00 23.00 22.00 12.00 7.00 117.00

x = 12.0712, df = 6, p = .0633
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TA BLE XVII

ASPIRATIONS DIRECTED TOWARD SCHOOL-CENTERED
ACTIVITIES,

Jew ish

NonJewish

Total

ENTIRE JEWISH GROUP VERSUS
NON-JEWISH GROUP

0,1, 3 4 5 6 7,8, Total
2 9,10

14. 00

18. 00

32. 00

19. 00

8.00

27. 00

22.00

14. 00

36. 00

19. 00

21. 00

40. 00

15. 00

18.00

33. 00

11.00

21.00

32. 00

100. 00

100. 00

200. 00

x = 10. 0246, df = 5, p = .0680

TA BLE XVIII

ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC CAREERS AND A COLLEGE
EDUCATION, JEWISH MALE VERSUS NON-JEWISH MALE

0,1, 4 5 6,7 T otal
2,3

Jewish 5.00 10.00 14.00 11.00 40.00

NonJewish 12.00 9.00 13.00 9.00 43.00

Total 17.00 19.00 27.00 20.00 83.00

= 3, p = . 1278X2 = 1. 0428, df
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TABLE XIX

ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC CAREERS AND A COLLEGE
EDUCATION, JEWISH FEMALE VERSUS NON-JEWISH FEMALE

0,1 2,3 4 5,6 T otal
7,8

Jewish 8.00 27.00 14.00 11.00 60.00

NonJewish 7.00 13.00 17.00 20.00 57.00

Total 15.00 40.00 31.00 31.00 117.00

= 7. 5739, df = 3, p = .0601

TA BLE XX

ASPIRATIONS TOWARD ACADEMIC CAREERS AND A COLLEGE
EDUCATION, ENTIRE JEWISH GROUP VERSUS

NON-JEWISH GROUP

0,1, 3 4 5 6 7,8, Total
2 9

Jewish 10.00 12. 00 28.00 28.00 12. 00 10. 00 100.00

N on-
Jewish 15.00 13.00 13.00 30. 00 21.00 8.00 100.00

T otal 25.00 25. 00 41.00 58.00 33.00 18. 00 200.00

x2
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